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ABSTRACT

Corruption continues to be a problem, while anti-corruption reforms have stalled.

Although much work has been done on the causes and consequences of corruption

they are yet to lead to significant reductions in corruption around the world. In

response to such findings, I suggest disaggregating corruption and acknowledging

that grand and petty corruption are not only different in terms of their level, but

are substantively different in terms of their nature, causes and impact. The types of

corruption have different negative effects and are remedied by different mechanisms.

This dissertation makes theoretical, empirical and practical contributions to the

field of comparative politics. I incorporate rational choice perspective to explain

the differences between grand and petty corruption. I also develop new measures

of grand and petty corruption and construct a panel dataset. The second chapter

of this dissertation explains the differences between grand and petty corruption and

introduces the dataset. The subsequent chapters apply the typology to the problems

of democratic and economic development.

In particular, I show their substantive differences in the analysis whether

improvements in democratic institutions help reduce corruption or not. Grand

corruption remains resilient even in more democratic countries; however, petty
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corruption can be almost eliminated. Then, to address the substantive differences,

I employ the typology of corruption to the question whether democracy is a

useful tool to reduce corruption. Next, I analyze which type of corruption is more

detrimental for economic development and what can be done to ameliorate the

harm. Grand corruption is more harmful, however predictability of corruption

can work as a constraining factor in certain contexts. The final chapter concludes

with the summary of the findings, limitations, and suggestions for future research,

which include causal analysis of anti-corruption reforms given the differences in

approaches to grand and petty corruption. Ultimately, knowing the nature of

corruption and the contexts within which it operates is instrumental for planning

the reforms and succeeding.

Keywords: grand corruption, petty corruption, economic development, democ-

racy
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Corruption has become an important factor that explains delays in political, eco-

nomic and social development. Despite the wealth of information that scholars and

practitioners have produced on the topic of corruption, many countries remain cor-

rupt. In fact, most countries that were corrupt in the 1990s are still corrupt in the

2010s, such as Kenya or Cambodia. Some of them have even slipped in the ratings

of corruption, such as Somalia or Afghanistan. How can we address this discrepancy

between the widespread international efforts to address corruption and the inability

to lower it? How can we move closer to resolving the puzzle of corruption? How

can we understand corruption in a way that will allow us to improve governance in

general?

I suggest that reducing corruption is more productive and realistic than erad-

icating corruption. If individuals pursue public careers, many of them enjoy power

and influence. In many countries, power and influence are associated with additional

benefits such as opportunities to steal from state budgets or to award government

contracts to the bidders that pay the biggest bribes. For example, in the develop-

ing world government careers are attractive for talented individuals largely because

of the gains associated with corruption (Gardiner, 2002). Furthermore, Klitgaard
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suggests that the optimal level of corruption is not zero (Klitgaard, 1991b). Given

the importance of realistic strategies against corruption, it is paramount to look at

the examples of corruption around the world and consider a new approach.

1.1 Examples of Corruption

What is corruption? Why does it take various forms and how are these observed

in practice? Corruption is not a one-size-fits-all phenomenon. From negotiation to

extortion, from five dollars to millions, from getting services one is entitled to or

receiving illegal privileges, corruption takes many forms. I will illustrate the varieties

of corruption with a few cross-national examples.

For instance, in Russia, to get a driver’s license, people are required to pay

bribes. A bribe has to be paid regardless of the applicants’ knowledge and ability to

drive. Once a bribe is paid, an applicant goes through a standard procedure. First,

they are taken to a written examination test room and are given answers to the test

(for instance, press all B answers) regardless of the applicant’s insisting on passing

the test themselves. Then, the driving test is administered and the applicant is

hardly asked to perform any maneuvers. At the end, the system discourages any

investment in acquiring the driving skills, because none of them are necessary for

obtaining a license. In fact, drivers in Russia are rather chaotic because they have

learned the skills on the go and hardly anybody had to take a real written or driving

test. Traffic police often stops cars not for minor offenses but on false pretenses to
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ask for a cash bribe. A driver is better off paying a cash bribe than facing a prospect

of getting a much bigger official fine (often for a bogus reason) that would be very

cumbersome to pay due to a lack of e-government systems. The practice is especially

rampant prior to national holidays.

Corruption in Brazil is well-known and widespread, but coexists with eco-

nomic growth and investments. Top-level corruption is particularly interesting.

Brazilian legislators are expected to be paid for passing laws and regulations. Pres-

ident Lula da Silva and his administration regularly paid the lawmakers to keep the

administration’s agenda going. Moreover, not only opposition or neutral lawmakers

had to be bribed, the members of their own party accepted bribes as well (although

at a reduced rate). The president himself was almost impeached at one point. Cor-

ruption scandals are common and ordinary people are used to them (Flynn, 2005).

Defense industries are particularly prone to corruption around the world.

South Korea is a good example of top-level corruption. Rose-Ackerman (2013)

recounts that President Roh Tae Woo received bribes from US companies to sell

airplanes and his security advisor admitted accepting $300,000 from arms sales

businesses to facilitate purchases of fighter planes. In Greece, a deputy defense

minister, Antonis Kantas, received bribes from German, Swedish and Russian arms

dealers to purchase weapons that he initially deemed inappropriate (Daley, 2014).

On one occasion, in 2001, he received $814,000 from a German tanks manufacturer.

Eventually the Greek government (in the midst of an economic crisis and default)
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bought 170 tanks for $2.3 billion. Over just five years on the job, Kantas was able

to gain $19 million from illicit deals.

Corruption, however, is not a phenomenon that is constrained to the develop-

ing world. Spain and Italy struggle with corruption scandals. News media reported

a series of investigations of corruption involving Inaki Urdangarin, the Spanish king’s

son-in-law and his wife, princess Cristina (CNN 2013). Germany’s Christian Demo-

cratic Party (CDP) and their leader Helmut Kohl took a big hit after the revelations

of illegal campaign donations that they had received. CDP lost power for several

years. Another recent example is Francois Mitterand’s son involvement in arms sales

bribes in France. Developed countries are prone to corruption, although the forms

of corruption are different (Johnston, 2005; Warner, 2007).

These examples suggest a great variety of forms that corruption takes. Cor-

ruption is not typical just for the developing world and the poorest countries. In

fact, post-communist countries face bigger challenges with corrupt systems than

some of their less developed counterparts. Mongolia is very democratic but corrupt,

while Kazakhstan is corrupt and autocratic, despite rather similar backgrounds. The

story of corruption is convoluted and not fully explained by economic development

and modernization. Moreover, the scholars debate whether such positive changes

as democratization is good for corruption or not. However, the literature usually

maintains that democracy is negatively related to corruption (Treisman, 2000; Le-

derman et al., 2005). Many examples suggest that corruption is not linear and can
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be harmful to different degrees. China is a mid-income communist country with the

types of corruption that resemble liberalized South Korea and not at all Cambodia

that shares a communist legacy. Economic prosperity is usually maintained to be

linked to low corruption (Mauro, 1995), but Chinese levels of corruption remain

stable. Therefore, many questions in the literature remain unanswered.

1.2 Corruption Literature

Corruption literature is situated at the intersection of political science, law, and

economics, with additions from criminology, sociology, and anthropology. By itself,

the literature is varied. Work has been done on the causes of corruption (Montinola

and Jackman, 2002; Lederman et al., 2005; Sandholtz and Koetzle, 2000; Chang

and Golden, 2007) and on the consequences of corruption (Lambsdorff, 2007; Aidt,

2009; You and Khagram, 2005). Many scholars have worked on the definitions and

conceptualization of corruption (Heidenheimer 2002 among others). The field has

been strongly influenced by seminal books by Rose-Ackerman (1999a) and Johnston

(2005) as well as the classical anthologies by Heidenheimer (1970, 1989, 2002).

My working definition of corruption is abuse of public office for private gain.

It is widely accepted among corruption scholars as a concise way to address the

fundamental components of corruption: ignoring the trust bestowed by principals,

shirking ones duties as a public servant, and obtaining private benefits, be it in the

form of money, favors, goods, or services. This broad definition, however, has some
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shortcomings and the debate continues about the definition of corruption (Scott

1972, Heidenheimer 1970, Philp 1997, Warren 2004) as it is hard to pinpoint the

exact definition of this illegal phenomenon. Johnston (2005) points out that judging

corruption is a normative idea as what is considered corruption in one country is

not considered as such in another and vice versa, depending on a concrete incidence.

For instance, gift giving to a doctor who performed a surgery versus lobbying tactics

can be acceptable in one country but not in another. Large campaign donations are

limited in Germany but are widespread in the USA. The other side of the debate that

needs to be acknowledged is the difference between public and private corruption.

The most common definitions of corruption focus on the betrayal of public trust

by public servants, but each corrupt transaction involves two sides, the one who

offers and the one who accepts bribes. For this dissertation, I do not engage in the

debates on private corruption, although more recent research (Hodgson and Jiang

2007) suggests that it is an important venue.

However, the work on the types of corruption has been limited. While the

distinction between grand and petty corruption has long existed in the literature,

very few scholars attempted to look at grand and petty corruption to differentiate

between them either quantitatively or qualitatively. Two rare examples come to

mind. The first one is work by Lambsdorff (2005), who looked at the firms expe-

riences with grand and petty corruption and their propensity to invest in a given

country. He showed that investors prefer grand corruption to petty corruption as
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they can calculate the risks and budget the costs in advance. Foreign investors are

either unlikely to go to the countries with rampant corruption or, if the benefits

significantly outweigh the costs, they join the ranks of corruption officials and pay

the bribes, for instance, as Chevron corporation did when acquiring lucrative oil

contracts in Kazakhstan. Another example is a study of the calculations of Chinese

officials in regard to grand and petty corruption. Fan et al. (2010) analyzed the

logic of Chinese officials that tolerate grand corruption but prefer to crack down

on petty. Golden (2012) wrote that grand corruption in the context of mature

institutions does not have to be particularly harmful.

In terms of data, the field had been bare. An exception is data collected by

the World Bank at the firm level. Using these data, the World Bank researchers pro-

posed the distinction between state capture or grand corruption and administrative

or petty corruption. The former influences laws and the latter influences their im-

plementation. Using World Bank panel firm-level data, Knack and Kusinko (2011)

found that the countries with low administrative corruption continued to reduce

their levels of state capture, but the countries with high administrative corruption

maintained their high levels of state capture. These few studies suggest that the

area of the typology of corruption remains unexplored and promising. A few find-

ings hint that grand and petty corruption are indeed different. Given the scarcity

of work on grand and petty corruption, I begin by conceptualizing and dissecting

grand and petty corruption. I borrow from rational choice theory and refine the
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conceptualization of grand and petty corruption. I will expand on my theoretical

and empirical contributions in the contributions section.

1.3 Methodological Approach

I construct a panel dataset incorporating new measures of grand and petty corrup-

tion with the traditional institutional and structural correlates. The structure of

the data calls for models that look beyond OLS (ordinary least squares) regression.

Given the structure of the dataset (cross-sectional time series), my primary method

of analysis is fixed effects and random intercepts regression. It is complemented by

quantile regression since the behavior of grand and petty corruption is expected to

be non-linear and to vary depending on their levels. In order to study contextual

dependencies, I utilize various forms of interactions, linear and quadratic since the

dependencies are non linear.

1.4 Contributions to Comparative Politics

My dissertation makes theoretical, empirical and practical contributions to com-

parative politics literature. The major contribution is to differentiate between the

types of corruption and to describe why they vary conceptually and empirically.

I utilize rational choice framework to show that top and bottom level officials

face different costs and incentives to engage in corrupt acts. Furthermore, these

distinctions have significant implications for democratic development as a venue for
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reducing corruption and for economic development as an outcome.

My original contribution consists of disaggregating corruption and showing

their substantive and empirical differences. Costs and incentives for grand and

petty corruption are different enough that they lead to different causes and out-

comes. Low-level officials face different incentives, such as insufficient wages hiring

regardless of merit. Top-level officials are tempted to engage on corruption if their

governments rely heavily on natural resources and maintain the opacity of state

budgets. These incentives behave differently in developed and developing world,

especially in relation to democratization.

Costs to engage in corruption differ as well. For instance, high-level officials

compete with each other for more lucrative posts and they might face the pressure

from the media or anti-corruption NGOs and activists. Low-level officials mostly

feel the pressure from the supervisors. However, for reform purposes, the pressure

on low-level officials and their costs can be increased significantly, which leads to less

petty corruption. If a process of democratization is under way, then the costs to low-

level officials increase due to the increased pressure from national leaders to deliver

public goods due to their dependency on public opinion. Even in autocratic soci-

eties, bureaucrats have to follow the demands of their supervisors (non-compliance,

overgrazing, or scapegoating), but in a more democratic society supervisors realize

the importance of at least average implementation of the policies and procedures
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and demand better performance from their clerks.

Top-level officials normally have the following incentives to be corrupt: heavy

reliance on natural resources and opacity of state budgets. While opposition pres-

sure might increase in a more democratic society, pressures to campaign and to

participate in elections increase dramatically. Electoral competition is costly. Win-

ning the competition at the ballot box is everything and the funds necessary to win

increase exponentially. Grand corruption is harder to tackle given the skills and

the capacity of the elites to maintain loopholes and avoid accountability in different

environments.

Even if in the process of democratization controls and costs to top-level

officials increase, the vested interests are able to offset these increasing costs by

modifying the laws and regulations to their benefit and legitimizing some corrupt

activities (Warner, 2007). In fact, scholars have been doing research on legal and

illegal corruption, beginning to compare the differences between similar forms of

activities that are either legalized or not, given particular contexts (Kaufmann and

Vicente, 2005).

Furthermore, I apply rational choice framework to dissect the relationship

between the types of corruption and economic development. In essence, grand cor-

ruption has a stronger effect on economic development. Damage accrued due to

grand corruption leads to poor quality of national-level goods and services. The

costs due to petty corruption are mostly concentrated at the society level: finan-
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cial burden for the poor and middle class, inability of the poor to have access to

state-guaranteed services and safety nets, and inadequate policy implementation.

However, such costs do not always expand to the level of national GDP.

Grand corruption has a more direct effect on national prosperity. If top-level

officials do not prioritize national development, states suffer. However, strategic

reformers can mollify the damage done to the economy. In a state with relatively

high grand corruption, codifying the existing corrupt norms and making grand

corruption more predictable can reduce the harm. Politicians that are power-hungry

will not necessarily abandon corruption altogether, but they can be convinced to

take their country’s interest into account.

My major empirical contribution is to construct and to make available

a new dataset that allows other researchers to do more work on the types of

corruption. Given the multitude of questions that remain ambiguous in the

corruption literature, the availability of the dataset with disaggregated measures

will aid other researchers in their search for answers. For instance, research on

poverty and inequality (Gupta et al., 2002) might benefit from a closer look at

grand and petty corruption and their impact.

I also make important contributions for practitioners. Anti-corruption ac-

tivists, policy analysts and politicians can greatly benefit from a better understand-
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ing of how corruption works and which type can be reduced through which mech-

anisms. Multiple countries have attempted to combat corruption. Unfortunately

many of the attempts have failed (Meagher, 2005). Anti-corruption campaigns that

proposed a single, one-size-fits-all model (with an anti-corruption commission and

more laws, decrees and codes of conduct) proved futile, suggesting a need for a

more systematic approach (Kaufmann, 2005). Attempts range from pure formal-

ities to omnibus reforms that do not result in increased probity and impartiality.

Pure formalities are more likely to take place when governments attempt to satisfy

the requirements of IMF and World Bank such as creating anti-corruption commis-

sions or passing anti-corruption laws but not following up with implementation and

monitoring mechanisms, protection for whistleblowers, or any substantial funding

to implement the reforms. The other type, omnibus reforms, occurs when there is

no clear understanding of what corruption is, which forms it takes in a particular

country, and a desire to eradicate corruption once and forever. Under such condi-

tions, even if the initial momentum is present, the reforms run out of steam, money,

and motivation of elites and the public.

My reform proposals are grounded in the differences between grand and petty

corruption, motivations, goals, and outcomes. I argue that even in the counties that

initially implement anti-corruption mechanisms just to satisfy the requirements of

major international donors, elites can be motivated to pursue some level of bureau-

cratic quality and work on national development in general. A few of them still
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hold some aspirations for a better future for their countries but they possess limited

knowledge and skills. If the governments are given realistic tools on how to reduce

corruption without significantly affecting the vested interests of top-level elites, they

are very likely to utilize them.

A moralistic argument that suggests getting rid of corruption is not realistic.

To some extent, throughout history, all of the countries at some point were thor-

oughly corrupt. That is not necessarily the approach that we adopt nowadays in

retelling the history of Sweden in the 18th century or the US in the 19th. We do

not emphasize all of the flaws of the countries and there seems to be no advantage

to pondering on the fact that even Sweden was very corrupt at some point in time.

In Russia, up to the 19th century, a person would be given a government post in

the periphery for the purpose of “mestnichestvo, kormlenie” or “feeding”, as that

post by itself, and not the officail salary, was supposed to provide for the wellbeing

of the official (the salary was often minimal or non-existent) (Ledeneva, 2013).

Acknowledging that corruption exists and that politicians vie for power be-

cause of their inherent tendency for status and prestige is important. The solutions

need to acknowledge these inherent tendencies. First, expanding the venues for

status and prestige and incorporating such elements as national pride, satisfaction

with the country’s economic development or technological advancement, cultural

heritage, or educational traditions. Second, providing some regulated leeway for

corruption that limits it and introduces some boundaries. For instance, the Chinese
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government allows some diversion of public funds for officials not to be distracted by

extorting and concealing bribes (Fan et al., 2010). If officials confess the trespassing

and return the money back to the state, they are not prosecuted. In such cases the

officials are rarely pressured to return the money, therefore, it keeps grand corrup-

tion wide-spread but not too damaging to the state. For the Chinese government

it is easier to let the officials steal some funds from the public coffers to keep them

focused on their official jobs. Otherwise, they would be distracted to collect the

bribes and to maintain their secret networks (Fan et al., 2010). To some extent,

since corruption can range from favoritism to graft in the form of non-monetary

goods, eradicating corruption from the top level is a nearly impossible task. It is

much harder to delineate between nepotism and reliance on a circle of supporters.

Elected politicians bring their team of trusted colleagues and advisers with them

once they win a high-ranked office, which is considered a legitimate strategy

In contrast, reforming and cleaning up the ranks of lower level bureaucracy is

a manageable task.Their salaries can be improved (to a reasonable level conditional

on the context), their working conditions, the prestige of their jobs and their repu-

tation. It can be also done by providing clear guidelines for hiring and promotion,

such as which skills are required to be hired as a bureaucrat and which merits are

necessary to be promoted. Making low-level officials accountable is important and

it can be done by increasing the prestige and reputation of the job as well as the

shame associated with a job loss due to corruption. Bureaucrats can be made proud
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that they are a part of a functioning state.

1.5 Organization of the Dissertation

Figure 1.1: Research Agenda Structure

In my dissertation, I will outline the differences between grand and petty

corruption and provide two empirical examples of how the differences play out in

the real world. My second chapter outlines the existing approaches to measuring

corruption, suggests disaggregation, provides a rational choice framework to differ-

entiate between grand and petty corruption, and introduces a dataset with the new

measures. In my third chapter, I examine the question whether democracy is in-

strumental for reducing grand or petty corruption. I argue that democratization as

institutional improvements reduces petty corruption in a very corrupt society, but

grand corruption persists. Democratization combined with civil society involvement

and higher civil liberties leads to improvements in grand and petty corruption.

In my fourth chapter, I focus on one of the corruption outcomes and I show

that improvements in grand corruption are essential for economic development. If

top-level officials are concerned mostly about private enrichment, the national econ-
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omy suffers. The damaging effects of grand corruption can be ameliorated by making

corruption more predictable. If businesspeople and top-level politicians know how

to interact and deliver on their promises, the economy suffers less. The effect is

context-dependent and fades away as the level of grand corruption diminishes. In

the fifth chapter I summarize the findings, outline the limitations, discuss the im-

plications of disaggregating corruption and propose directions for future research.

Future research includes looking more closely at anti-corruption campaigns and an-

alyzing whether specific configurations of reforms have an effect.
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CHAPTER 2

Varieties of Corruption: Concepts, Differences, Measures and Significance

2.1 Introduction

Corruption became an important global political problem after the end of the Cold

War and the corresponding reduction of system-level violence. Malfunctioning gov-

ernments and more specifically officials that are interested in private gains but not

in public wellbeing are an obstacle for stability and prosperity. Countries that are

perpetually stuck in the cycles of corruption, such as Nigeria, are unable to unleash

their potential despite their abundant natural resources, agriculture, large popula-

tions, marine access and central regional location. On the contrary, countries that

might be less fortunate in terms of endowments but have a functioning government,

such as Finland, are doing well. Selfishness and short-term horizon of bureaucrats

and politicians play a crucial role in determining the wellbeing of a country and its

people.

Corruption is an illegal activity that is kept secret by both bribe-takers and

bribe-givers (Heidenheimer, 2002), which makes it difficult to approach from a re-

search standpoint. Political corruption is widely considered to have a number of

adverse consequences for the quality of governance and for society in general (John-
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ston, 2010; Lambsdorff, 2007; Rothstein, 2011; Aidt, 2009). Corruption serves as a

major impediment to economic and human development. As public officials choose

to abuse their public power for private gain, they prioritize the more privileged

groups over the less privileged. The law, instead of being impartial in its applica-

bility and implementation, becomes favorable towards the interests of some but not

others (Rothstein and Teorell, 2008).

Moreover, most corrupt countries remained plagued by corruption even if

some small countries successfully reduced their corruption levels, for instance Esto-

nia (Mungiu-Pippidi, 2013). India remains corrupt despite democratic institutions,

British colonial origins, more than half a century of independence, high literacy

rates and a central location. Many corrupt countries actively pursue various anti-

corruption options, but they seem to be often misguided and inefficient (Meagher,

2005). Do we accept the notion that the deep-rooted culture of corruption is to

blame? Does it mean that corrupt countries are doomed?

Given the multitude of problems associated with studying corruption, I argue

that we must first begin by acknowledging the complexity of corruption. Address-

ing corruption as a universal hindrance that needs to be eradicated has now been

shown to be unproductive. It does not provide a roadmap for open-minded local

politicians and activists of where to start and which measures might help nor does

it help clarify the strategies of international organizations, foreign donors and na-

tional politicians. Our current approaches to corruption hide the complexity of this
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issue in a number of ways. First, our current measurements excessively simplify the

problem by reducing corruption to one number per country per year, such as Trans-

parency International CPI. Second, they conceal important variations in corruption

both within the country and over time. Third, they may be biased (Abramo, 2008;

Knack, 2007). Scholars have raised many issues concerning the perception mea-

surements of corruption (Donchev and Ujhelyi, 2008; Mishler and Rose, 2008). My

research uncovers some of these complexities of corruption. In this first chapter, I

look at the problems associated with the current measures of corruption, propose a

set of alternative measures, and explain why these new measures are more practical

in terms of goal setting and effectiveness control. The complexity of corruption is

something to be analyzed and untangled, given that corruption has subcomponents.

Looking at the interactions between the moving parts allows actors to set the anti-

corruption processes in motion that will be more effective at reducing and limiting

corruption overall.

Perhaps the biggest problem in corruption research is overreliance on

experts’ perceptions. Corruption is usually measured by these types of perceptions,

as is the case with the Transparency International Corruption Perceptions Index

(TI CPI) and the World Bank’s Control of Corruption indicators. Both are

composite measures comprised mostly of expert surveys with an addition of public

opinion polls. The ratings were initially created by a business consultancy (ICRG)

to provide a brief overview for investors and corporations. Experts’ perceptions are
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not an optimal measure of corruption (Abramo, 2008; Arndt and Oman, 2006).

First, perceptions are not experiences, although as a covert activity it is particularly

hard to measure experiences with bribe-giving or receiving. Second, foreign experts

may not be aware of a full scope of corrupt activities taking place locally. Third,

scholars suggest that some of the existing correlations between corruption and tra-

ditional development indicators are strong because experts aggregate their opinions

of multiple aspects of development. For instance, perceptions of corruption are

highly correlated with economic development, liberal democratic development, the

existence of a free press, women’s rights, and openness to trade (Treisman, 2007).

Fourth, the multidimensionality of corruption remains hidden in composite indices

simplified to one number for each country (Knack, 2007). These shortcomings

have led to calls in the literature for assessing experiences and for disaggregating

corruption (Knack, 2007; Rothstein, 2011).

I propose new cross-national measures of grand and petty corruption that are

based on local experiences. The distinction between grand and petty corruption has

been proposed before (Langseth, 2006; Rose-Ackerman, 1999a), but scholars have

not empirically disaggregated corruption nor explored the repercussions in terms

of costs or incentive structures. Top-level or grand corruption has received more

attention, mainly through qualitative studies (Della Porta and Vannucci, 1999; Rose-

Ackerman, 1999b). Petty corruption had usually been considered to be a nuisance
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or a supplement to grand corruption. Only a handful of studies offered their own

take at grand and petty corruption (Lambsdorff, 2005; Fan et al., 2010) but even

these pioneering works only examine firm-level cross-national data or one country’s

experience.

In contrast to these works, I approach both types of corruption with equal

attention, suggesting that they are both qualitatively and quantitatively different.

Grand corruption affects the central functions of governments and petty corruption

affects the implementation of laws and bureaucratic services. There are good rea-

sons in theory to expect the forms of corruption to vary. With high levels of petty

corruption, the population does not receive basic services that the government is

supposed to provide. With high grand corruption, the country’s development is im-

paired and the political environment is dangerous for political opponents, activists,

or journalists. Petty corruption mostly affects citizens on the individual level and

occurs within the institutions that have regular interactions with citizens (such as

the police or bureaucracy), whereas grand corruption mostly occurs within the in-

stitutions that are responsible for policy-making (parties, parliaments, and senior

bureaucrats). Petty corruption, defined here as frequent transactions and relatively

small sums of money per transaction, takes place during the day-to-day interactions

of citizens with the state administrative institutions. Grand corruption is distin-

guished as taking place within higher-level, policy-making institutions usually with

fewer transactions but larger amounts of money changing hands (state-level embez-
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zlement, bribery, and fraud). In sum, grand and petty corruption differ in terms of

costs to the officials, incentives, and costs to the society.

Given the existing problems with previous academic approaches to cor-

ruption, I suggest measuring grand and petty corruption and advancing new

theories about how the two types of corruption differ. These theories will provide

concrete blueprints for anti-corruption reforms, given the differences in the costs

and incentives structure and the evidence of temporal dependency between the two

(Knack and Kusinko, 2011). If both forms of corruption remain unabated, they

might converge into systemic corruption, which is highly undesirable. Systemic

corruption is described as a way of life in a country with high grand and petty

corruption. It severely impedes the economy and the society.

The chapter proceeds as follows: first, I lay out the traditional ways of mea-

suring and approaching corruption and the problems associated with it. Second, I

provide an overview of the existing definitions of grand and petty corruption and

propose my own. Third, I review costs and incentives structures associated with the

types of corruption. Fourth, I propose a series of new empirical measures and then

proceed to illustrate the results with the new cross-national measures.
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Table 2.1: Existing Measures of Corruption
Composite indices -Transparency International Corruption Percep-

tions Index
-World Bank Control of Corruption Index

Experts ratings - Nations in Transit by Freedom House
-International Country Risk Guide (ICRG)
-Economist Intelligence Unit
-Global Insight
-World Bank CPIA

Surveys of firms
and business execu-
tives

-World Bank’s The Business Environment and En-
terprise Performance Survey (BEEPS)
-World Economic Forum (WEF) Executive Opin-
ion Survey
-International Institute for Management Develop-
ment (IMD) executive opinion survey

Surveys of people
and household

-International Crime Victim Survey
-New Democracy Barometer
-New Europe Barometer
-Afrobarometer
-Asia Barometer
-Latinobarometro
-World Values Surveys
-Global Corruption Barometer
-Gallup’s Voice of the People
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2.2 Traditional Measures of Corruption

The extant corruption literature employs a variety of measurements of corruption.

Measurements of corruption include representative surveys of firms (World Bank’s

The Business Environment and Enterprise Performance Survey (BEEPS), World

Economic Forum (WEF) Executive Opinion Survey, International Institute for Man-

agement Development (IMD) executive opinion survey), of households (Interna-

tional Crime Victim Survey, New Democracy Barometer, New Europe Barometer,

Afrobarometer, Asia Barometer, Latinobarometro, World Values Surveys, Global

Corruption Barometer (GCB), Gallup’s Voice of the People (VoP)), expert ratings

of multiple countries (Nations in Transit by Freedom House, International Coun-

try Risk Guide (ICRG), Economist Intelligence Unit, Global Insight, World Bank

CPIA), surveys of “well-informed persons” within a country (World Governance),

and composite indices that are aggregated from different sources (TI Corruption

Perceptions Index, WB Control of Corruption Index) (Knack, 2007). The variety

of measures can cater to a range of academic and policy needs. Aggregate mea-

sures provide an overview snapshot but imply less conceptual precision and more

uncertainty. Multi-dimensional aggregate indices provide more complex views of

corruption yet these are hard to compare over time as their composite sources are

not the same from year to year. In terms of expert surveys, there is a high level

of consistency in perceptions but this comes at the cost of a certain level of bias as

over time the experts with stronger opinions (most likely negative) are more likely
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to respond. In addition, these expert sources are not independent from each other,

which naturally results in some interactions (Arndt and Oman, 2006). In terms of

surveys, there is a high level of representativeness but these can also be too narrow;

existing surveys such as BEEPS, mostly reflect interactions between firms and gov-

ernment officials, while the GCB and VoP reflect interactions between citizens and

public officials. Corruption assessments may also lag in time. For instance, corrup-

tion in Peru had been ranked as worse since Fujimori left office than during his rule

(Knack, 2007) despite the rampant corruption in the 1990s that was greatly dimin-

ished after Fujimori left in 2000. As previous academic work has noted, experts’

corruption perceptions can depend more heavily on economic conditions or regime

type (Knack, 2007) while citizens’ corruption perceptions may depend on media

reports (Mishler and Rose, 2008). Pellegrini and Gerlagh (2007) note that survey

responses might be context and emotionally driven: when economic growth is high

respondents tend to be more optimistic whereas when a corruption scandal erupts

they tend to be more pessimistic. Yet another complication factor is the differences

which exist across countries and cultures: what is acceptable in one country can

be considered outright corruption in another. Given the many problems associated

with the perceptual measures of corruption, it is important to move in a new direc-

tion: towards more experiential measures that come from local population within

each country.
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2.3 Typology: Traditional Definitions of Grand and Petty Corruption

Table 2.2: Existing Definitions of Grand and Petty Corruption
Author and year Grand corruption Petty corruption

Amundsen, 1999 Grand corruption is defined
as corruption at the ’high
levels’ of a political system.

Petty corruption is small-
scale corruption practiced
at lower political or societal
levels.

Moody-Stewart, 1997 Grand corruption is the
misuse of public power by
heads of states, ministers
and top officials for private,
pecuniary profit.

Rose-Ackerman, 1999 Grand corruption is high-
level payments to govern-
ment officials in the pro-
curement process or as em-
bezzling of state funds.

Petty corruption is small
payments to public officials
that citizens give in the pro-
cess of everyday public af-
fairs.

Lambsdorff, 2007 Grand corruption distin-
guishes large-sum, one-time
payments to higher level
officials; grand corruption
involves public contracts,
laws, policies and judicial
decisions on a high level.

Petty corruption identifies
frequent, small payments
to low-level public servants;
petty corruption involves
small payments and speed
money to low-level bureau-
crats.

World Bank, 2000 State capture or grand cor-
ruption is defined as bribes
that might aim to influence
laws.

Administrative corruption
or petty corruption is de-
fined as bribes to influence
policy implementation.

Typically, grand and petty corruption are differentiated only as a matter

of scale. While scale is definitely an important first distinction, I argue that

grand and petty corruption are different in nature and that these differences go

beyond simple the low- versus high-level corruption distinction. Grand and petty

corruption are two major moving parts that characterize a corrupt environment
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that have different characteristics. Before I elaborate on this distinction, I will

discuss existing approaches to grand and petty corruption and then lay out the

differences in terms of costs to the officials, costs to the society and incentives to be

involved in either type of corruption.

The traditional quantitative difference between grand and petty corruption

focuses upon the recipients of bribes as well as the amounts of money exchanged.

Grand corruption has been identified as involving elected politicians or high-level

officials, while administrative-level or other lower-level officials are involved in petty

corruption. Petty corruption is commonly defined as small payments to public offi-

cials that citizens give in the process of everyday public affairs and grand corruption

is defined as high-level payments to government officials in the procurement process

or as embezzling of state funds (Rose-Ackerman, 1999a,b). Grand corruption is de-

fined as corruption at the ’high levels’ of a political system, while petty corruption

is small-scale corruption practiced at lower political or societal levels (Amundsen,

1999); petty corruption identifies frequent, small payments to low-level public ser-

vants, while grand corruption distinguishes large-sum, one-time payments to higher

level officials; petty corruption involves small payments and speed money to low-

level bureaucrats, while grand corruption involves public contracts, laws, policies

and judicial decisions on a high level (Lambsdorff, 2007). Shah and Schacter (2004)

add that grand corruption involves vast amounts of money, which also implies that
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petty corruption involves small amounts of money per transaction. Additionally,

grand corruption has the ability to influence policy-making (Jain, 2001) while petty

corruption does not. In other words, petty corruption involves frequent transactions

and small amounts of money per transaction and takes place during the day-to-day

interactions of citizens with state administrative institutions and usually takes the

form of bribery. Grand corruption involves infrequent transactions for large sums of

money and it takes place within higher-level institutions taking the shape of state-

level embezzlement, large bribes, fraud, high-level favoritism and nepotism. Both

types are destructive for society and both of them often come in two most common

forms, bribes or nepotism. Both types still conform to the most common definitions

of corruption, as they involve misusing public office, obtaining private gain, and

forgoing the public interest.

At the top-level the ultimate goal of graft is to get access to state budgets

or state privileges (such as tax breaks or lucrative procurement contracts). Grand

corruption persists at the highest levels of government, where officials have access

to relatively large sums of money to embezzle, defraud, or accept as bribes.

Even bribes at that level can serve as a facilitator to embezzle or defraud state

money. Grand corruption happens when state funds are channeled through private

companies or individuals instead of being spent on the budget items originally

allocated to. At the bottom level, the bribe-givers are primarily interested in

getting a good or a service (very often the one that they are initially entitled
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to). Petty corruption can range from rather innocuous gifts to officials (such as

chocolate or cigarettes) to substantial monetary payments that drain the budgets of

the poorest stratum. Petty corruption occurs usually at lower levels of government,

but despite its level it can be vast in scope. The scope can range from sporadic

to systemic petty corruption. For instance, in Egypt traffic police is notorious at

bribe-extraction while in Morocco the police is less abusive.

Although I argue that grand and petty corruption are substantially differ-

ent, there a number of similarities between them. Typical definitions of corruption

focus on the misuse of public office and betrayal of public interest for private gain

(Heidenheimer, 2002). Both components of this definition fit grand and petty cor-

ruption, since petty bureaucrats are entrusted with implementing good governance

and high-level politicians are entrusted with managing the state budget or passing

laws and regulations. If the latter choose to embezzle or defraud, they are misusing

their powers over budgets or policy-making against public interest. If the former

choose to take bribes, they are treating the citizens unequally and misusing their

official positions for private enrichment. Private gain includes personal, family, or

close clique enrichment that comes from a public position (Nye, 1967), as both

types of corruption in their worst form involve enrichment of the officials and the

beneficiaries (immediate family or familial business groups). When grand and petty

corruption are high, low-level officials provide unlawful benefits such as licenses or
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welfare benefits to their close friends and relatives, while high-level officials provide

jobs and contracts to their close cliques as well.

Both types of corruption betray the trust of the people. A principal-agent

model approach to corruption highlights the importance of trust that the principals

(public) bestowed on the agent (public official) (Klitgaard, 1991b). High-level offi-

cials betray the trust of the principals by passing preferential laws and defrauding

state budgets. Low-level bureaucrats betray the trust by failing to provide impartial

services to citizens. If grand and petty types of corruption are not kept in check,

they fit most major definitions of corruption, as they both demonstrate misuse of

public office for private gain, operate against the public interest and betray the trust

of principals.

2.4 Types of Corruption from the Rational Choice Lens

My original contribution comes in the form of looking at grand and petty corruption

through the rational choice lens, then conceptualizing them beyond the simple scale

distinction and measuring them. The substantive differences become obvious when

we look at the costs and incentives structures for grand and petty corruption. It

is not only the sums of money and the actors involved that define grand and petty

corruption. Top- and bottom-level corruption are misunderstood if the variations

in the rational calculations of officials are not taken into account. I have separated

rational choice differences into three overarching categories: costs to the officials,
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incentives, and costs to the society. Top-level officials cause less damage to regular

citizens, although they can be restrained by civil society and activists. The embez-

zlement of a hundred thousand dollars has a negative effect on national economy,

but will not necessarily destroy the wellbeing of an ordinary family. In general,

petty corruption is more of a cost to the people involved as they have no way out of

the vicious circle of bribery. As such, it can be combatted via the recognition that

neither the regular citizens nor the rulers are interested at accruing extra costs asso-

ciated with petty corruption. Petty corruption hits regular citizens harder but it can

also be greatly diminished by the efforts aimed to improve quality of bureaucracy.

Grand corruption is a more complex interplay between the interests of principals

and agents. The agents (top-level officials) are well aware of their betrayal of the

principals’ (citizens) trust. Therefore, it is harder to get rid of grand corruption via

administrative measures. Tackling grand corruption requires a concerted effort of

media, NGOs and the public that are not willing to tolerate graft on the top level.

2.5 Costs to Society

Petty corruption damages individuals, while grand corruption reduces the quality

of goods and services on the national level. Petty corruption mostly affects ordinary

citizens and the more widespread it is, the higher the burden on middle and lower

classes is. In order for petty corruption to be omnipresent, the top-level elites need

to approve of it or at least ignore its presence. If bribe-extraction on the low-level
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Table 2.3: Costs and Incentives of Grand and Petty Corruption
Costs to society Costs to officials Incentives

Grand Poor quality of national-
level goods and services

Dangers to be a journal-
ist or an activist

Competition from other
top-level officials for
lucrative posts

Political opposition
controls

Pressure from civil
society/media

Heavy reliance on natu-
ral resources

Opacity of state budgets

Petty Heavy financial burden
for the poor and middle
class

Inability for the poor
to have access to state-
guaranteed services and
safety nets

Inadequate policy
implementation

Pressure from supervi-
sors (non-compliance,
overgrazing, or scape-
goating)

Less pressure from
civil society/media

Low wages

Non-meritocratic re-
cruitment
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is frequent, it puts pressure on the poor and the middle classes. A 200-dollar bribe

to get a driver’s license is a nuisance to a medium-sized company owner, but a

serious budget item for a peasant. For instance, in Nigeria a driver is pressured

to pay illegal tolls at police checkpoint or pensioners are demanded to pay a bribe

to have their pensions disbursed (Smith, 2010), which are large payments for poor

people. A company owner might be annoyed by petty bribes, but their payment

will not necessarily have long-term personal repercussions. If a bribe is required

to get emergency health care or to be treated for a serious condition, then an

individual faces two choices: pay a bribe which can be a substantial amount of

money or sacrifice one’s health. Wealthier individuals can avoid this cycle by

traveling abroad to receive healthcare, but poor people cannot. Therefore, the

repercussions in terms of well-being and monetary outcomes are stronger for the

poor and even the middle class. Corrupt environments are particularly damaging

in societies that are supposed to guarantee certain safety nets to the poor. Monies

that are supposed to improve medical, educational, and social services are stolen,

leaving the poor under pressure to pay bribes for services that should be subsidized.

Lastly, if most low-level bureaucrats demand bribes, the quality of government

services substantially declines. Laws and regulations are rarely well implemented,

since the focus is on private enrichment rather than professionalism.

The corruption literature mentions the detrimental effects of petty corruption
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that come in the form of distorted policy implementation and heavy burdens on the

middle class and the poor. Petty corruption is relatively bad in Italy as Italian bu-

reaucrats are “legalist, illiberal, elitist, hostile to the uses and practices of pluralistic

politics, fundamentally nondemocratic” (Putnam et al., 1994). Russian bureaucrats

are characterized as interested primarily in private enrichment, while being incom-

petent and non-democratic (Mendras, 1997). RoseAckerman (2008) observes that

substantial low-level corruption leads to inefficient and unfair disbursement of ben-

efits, weaker public programs, more red tape, and lower state legitimacy.

In addition, petty corruption disproportionally leads to the lack of impar-

tiality and equality in the society (Kurer, 2005), while hitting certain vulnerable

groups harder than others (the “have-nots” versus the “haves”) (Johnston, 2005).

For example, in Burundi, a 2008 study revealed that 90% of entrepreneurs are in-

volved in bribe-paying because of the common expectation that it is the way to

obtain licenses, reduce taxes, or avoid fines (Della Porta and Vannucci, 2012). In

Uganda, paying and receiving bribes is a way life (Persson et al., 2010). A Korean

parent justified giving a bribe to a Korean teacher (good evaluations became in-

creasingly important to get into good universities) due to the concern that if a bribe

was not given, a teacher would have treated a child differently from other students

(Della Porta and Vannucci, 2012).

Petty corruption becomes a part of a pervasive syndrome that keeps the poor

countries poor, according to Johnston (1998). Pervasive petty corruption diverts
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resources from being invested in long-term individual and group development, which

are instead spent on current necessities such as paying traffic police, educators, and

doctors. Petty corruption by its nature affects more “have-nots” than “haves” in

a society (Johnston, 1998). More disadvantaged groups also lack the information

and connections to mitigate the bribe-extraction process. Petty corruption leads

to further disenfranchisement of less advantaged groups, which may result in fewer

state resources flowing their way. This chain reaction results in less demand and

less control of resources from the population, breeds more opportunities for corrupt

top officials to embezzle state budgets aimed at reducing poverty, improving

education, or building health systems. In turn society at the individual level suffers

as corruption pushes people to survive at the subsistence level instead of pursuing

higher level needs or aspirations (as observed in Sub-Saharan Africa).

Since grand corruption takes place on the national level, it mostly impacts

national-level outcomes. It is also affected by national-level goals and elite motiva-

tions. A country’s development, for instance, is tightly linked to grand corruption.

Prominent examples include big projects (e.g. the development of oil rigs) that are

undertaken without taking any national goals into consideration, thereby mostly

benefiting individual politicians. Government procurement contracts are given out

not through open competition but through nepotism and bribes. Companies cannot

compete for state-issued bids despite the company’s expertise because in order to
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participate a hefty bribe is expected to be paid. The companies with access to large

procurement contracts in these cases lack the incentives which might push them to

improve their quality and technology because their profits do not depend on them.

In addition, if the extent of grand corruption is widespread, activists and media are

discouraged from investigating corrupt acts as it becomes increasingly dangerous for

them to destabilize the existing order.

The extant research provides a wealth of information on the costs to soci-

ety that stem from grand corruption, largely due to the fact that grand corruption

takes a more prominent place in the literature. Scholars have generally believed

that grand corruption is more harmful for development and for society. It has been

explored as a phenomenon by itself (Kornai and Rose-Ackerman, 2004) as well as

in conjunction with confounding factors (Hellman et al., 2000; Anderson and Gray,

2006; Hollyer and Wantchekon, 2011). Grand corruption can become not only a

symptom but also a cause of bad governance as it creates a self-reinforcing vicious

cycle (Hellman et al., 2000). Rose-Ackerman (1999a) presumes grand corruption to

be a stronger impediment to development. Grand corruption distorts the central

functions of government and hence leads to more detrimental outcomes. Grand cor-

ruption undermines the whole economy and the state (RoseAckerman, 2008). Since

grand corruption involves not only stealing of public funds but creating opportu-

nities by manipulation of policy formation and shaping the rules of the game to

facilitate the illicit transaction (Hellman et al., 2000), it allows some flexibility on
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the part of the politicians and business people to retain semi-favorable conditions

for growth and development.

2.6 Costs to Officials

The costs to low- and high-level bureaucrats to engage in graft1 are different. For

national-level officials, the ability to collect bribes is restrained by competition from

other officials that are vying for power and for access to the same lucrative positions.

Although the network of corrupt officials is tight, since there are fewer top-level

national positions, the bureaucrats that are next in line to the holder of a lucrative

post are on alert in case he/she makes a mistake. The competition may vary from

brutal sacking of each other to a rather complaisant network of friends, but major

mistakes often provide political openings regardless of the hierarchy of the social

environment. If political opposition is underdeveloped or stifled, then national-

level officials have neither external oversight nor fear of being called out on their

corruption and inability to govern.

The other major cost to top-level officials comes from NGOs, activists, me-

dia/journalists, and whistleblowers. The threat that these actors pose greatly de-

pends on the degree of civil liberties within a given society. In a country where

civil society is well-developed, a larger number of activists and journalists are often

willing and ready to investigate and publicize the details of corrupt transactions.

1I use graft as a synonym of corruption
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Moreover, if such activists or journalists feel secure, they do not need to decide be-

tween publishing a story or making facts public and personal safety. On the other

end of the spectrum in underdeveloped civil societies, journalists/activists need to

possess a great deal of courage to break a news story that denounces national-level

officials. In this case, many investigative reports never make it to the public, as the

activists are silenced before they can make their case. However, unless it is a total-

itarian society, the threat that civil activists or media can take an action against a

corrupt official still exists in any society.

On the other hand, the costs to petty level officials are significantly different.

The colleagues of low-level officials are less likely to be perpetually watching their

backs as the danger of being removed from their position comes mostly from super-

visors. The danger can come in three forms: for lack of compliance, for overgrazing,

or for a need of a scapegoat. The first danger occurs when a low-level official decides

to be non-corrupt in a thoroughly corrupt environment. Unless he/she keeps quiet,

the official is likely to be dismissed due to their incompatibility with the system.

The second danger occurs when an official does not recognize the limits of bribe-

extracting and overburdens the system. The third danger is more random as a need

for a scapegoat arises only occasionally and such dismissal is partially justified by

either non-compliance or overgrazing. The colleagues of petty level officials are less

likely to invest in constant monitoring of activities to be ready to take over the spot

if the official is removed.
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In a similar vein, activists/journalists are less likely to bust a specific low-level

official for two reasons. Either people are too repressed by the corrupt system that

they do not dare to report corrupt officials or the newsworthiness of a local corrupt

clerk is low and regular viewers are more interested in national-level than local-level

scandals. In a society with rampant petty corruption, the individuals feel disem-

powered which in turns stifles the development of civil society, watchdog groups

and opposition. Petty corruption can become a routine part of life and a dangerous

endeavor to tackle. Many people will not mobilize fearing retaliation (Johnston,

2005). Another reason is low interest on behalf of citizens and media in the affairs

of every low-level corrupt official. Even if the media breaks out an occasional news

story of a corrupt political figure, given the large number of low-level officials the

probability of being caught and publicly reprimanded is low. Regular citizens do

not invest in monitoring low-level officials either, despite the apparent contradiction

that most citizens directly participate in the incidents of petty corruption but they

have only partial awareness of grand corruption (Yadav, 2010). Small-scale pay-

ments are often viewed by the public as less serious than big payments to top-level

officials (Gardiner, 2002; Heidenheimer, 2002).

2.7 Incentives

Why would grand and petty officials choose to engage in corruption? The differences

are obvious in terms of incentives as well. For high-level officials, the temptation is
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higher in a society with lucrative and large state revenues and opacity of state bud-

gets and procedures in general. Natural resources provide an easy venue for corrup-

tion compared to high-tech or manufacturing industries given larger profit margins

and more readily available mechanisms to conceal graft. Lastly, non-transparent

governance systems and state budgets in particular increase the temptations to di-

vert funds from the budgets. For instance, departments/ministries such as defense

are particularly prone to corruption as their budgets remain secret due to national

security concerns. Large government procurement contracts are susceptible to graft

if they are awarded not through transparent public bids but through favoritism and

nepotism.

For petty level officials, low wages are a primary drive of engaging in bribe-

extraction. The wages dilemma is less urgent for high-level officials as their salaries

are usually considerably higher. If the salaries of low-level officials are mediocre,

they are under pressure to collect additional income to pay for basic necessities.

Lack of meritocratic recruitment is responsible too as the officials get their positions

due to nepotism or a simple chance and do not feel qualified to fulfill their roles.

Therefore, they choose to delay and obstruct procedures to distract attention from

their inefficiencies.
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2.8 Previous Approaches to Differentiate Between Grand and Petty Corruption

Although none of the corruption scholars have dedicated their work to conceptualiz-

ing and differentiating the detailed differences between grand and petty corruption,

a number of them have addressed the empirical regularities and applied the differ-

ences to specific problems or countries. For instance, grand corruption is preferred

by international investors. The logic is the following. Widespread petty corruption

is caused by low wages and low professionalism levels, therefore, such officials are

not ready to deliver in terms of public services that they are assigned to do. This

gap creates a problem both for insiders (top-level officials that want to provide pub-

lic goods at a certain level) and outsiders (local businesses or foreign investors that

have to do business with the locals). But opacity of state budgets and absence of

opposition controls are not substantial deterrents given that top-level insiders can

use the advantages to their benefit and multinational corporations can budget the

costs associated with bribes. The costs and incentives of grand corruption are sim-

ilar to market forces, therefore, savvy business people have managed to adapt to

the fluctuations of grand corruption but less so to petty corruption. For instance,

investors do not necessarily suffer from high grand corruption. Lambsdorff (2005)

suggested that at the firm-level foreign investors prefer environments with grand

corruption than with petty corruption. If investors participate in grand corruption

schemes they are accepted as insiders in the secret deal-making and they are better

equipped to negotiate grand bribes than petty bribes. In Lambsdorff (2005) petty
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corruption is measured as a level of corruption in public utilities and grand corrup-

tion is measured as a level of corruption in government programs. Companies incur

additional expenditures when corrupt bureaucrats demand extra payments in terms

of loan application and public utilities and they have no control over the number

and the amounts of bribes, while companies can be participants in negotiations over

kickbacks and they can negotiate the amounts demanded with grand corruption;

companies may even profit from grand corruption as the kickbacks might be less

costly than official price for a contract if procurement is done through legal means

(Lambsdorff, 2005). Similarly, Hellman et al. (2000) showed significant differences

between state capture and administrative corruption. In states with high grand

corruption firms close to the government receive unfair advantages, while high petty

corruption does not provide such advantages.

Grand and petty corruption work differently in different countries. For ex-

ample, Chinese officials are pragmatic in regulating grand and petty corruption

(Fan et al., 2010). Chinese government attempts to ameliorate the damage done

by grand and petty corruption through different means. For instance, with grand

corruption, the goal is to distract officials’ attention from competing among them-

selves and from competing for bribe-givers. For petty corruption, the goal is to

increase the quality of public services, increase their wages and limit the extent

of graft in general. Applying formal modeling and a case study, Fan et al. (2010)

disaggregate corruption in China into bribery and embezzlement, similar to the dis-
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tinction between petty and grand corruption. In their definition, bribery involves

additional payments from citizens for services, while embezzlement mostly involves

stealing from the state budget. They find that if politicians choose to pursue eco-

nomic development, they tolerate some level of embezzlement not to divert corrupt

officials’ resources into bribe-extraction and into concealing their corrupt activities.

In China, misappropriation of public funds is not even considered illegal if the funds

are returned within three months (which can be longer in some cases). On the other

hand, outright bribery is considered more costly especially if combined with offi-

cials’ efforts to conceal corrupt deals. Bribery is approached as a bigger impediment

to economic growth compared to some level of drainage of public funds through

embezzlement (Fan et al., 2010).

Another body of literature draws our attention to the differences in costs

of grand corruption given the variety of contexts (developing vs developed world).

It provides an indirect evidence that petty corruption is more harmful for direct

governance and individual-level outcomes but grand corruption is harmful long-

term, not allowing the developing countries to get ahead or constraining the possible

acceleration in growth in the developed world. Some scholars see grand corruption

as an organizing force in developing societies. Grand corruption diverts national

resources and erodes the status of top-level officials, but at the same time it can

attract talent, as skilled individuals are more likely to become top-level bureaucrats

(Bayley, 1966). If corruption provides alternative opportunities to get ahead, then
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its effects might not be as harmful (Gardiner, 2002). Thus, grand corruption may

not be detrimental for developing societies.

On the other hand, mature institutions constrain grand corruption in the

developed world. Grand corruption may not be as harmful if it is contained by well-

developed political and economic institutions. Golden (2012) contends that political

corruption does not necessarily impinge on governance or disrupt the functioning

of democratic political institutions in consolidated democracies. She suggests that

stable wealthy democracies are less affected by political corruption because politi-

cians do not aim to enrich themselves but to retain their offices. Moreover, the

nature of grand corruption in the developed world diverges from that in the devel-

oping world, because it is less frequent and less routine, it has less of an impact

on economic development and does not exacerbate even further existing deep social

and economic inequalities. In the developing countries people may not even have

the option to “throw the rascals out,” as the elections even if regularly held are not

free and fair. In addition, corruption in wealthy democracies is scrutinized through

extensive media coverage (Golden, 2012).

The legal and historical constraints on grand corruption in the developed

nations prevent it from getting out of hand. What’s considered grand corruption

in some countries can be legal lobbying or campaigning in others (Johnston, 2005).

Different countries have different laws on corruption: some nations condemn only

blatant bribery, while others include nepotism, conflicts of interests, and question-
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able campaign contributions; gift-giving is a norm for some but is a bribe for oth-

ers (Gardiner, 2002). Some monetary/influence transactions between high-echelon

policy-makers and interested parties (such as representatives of industries, of com-

panies, of NGOs lobbying for a policy change) can be formalized. For instance,

applications for additional drilling sites from oil companies can be accompanied by

a formal, costly lobbying effort or by large sums of bribes. While the second form

is less accountable to people and has more room for deviations and trespassing of

the law, these two practices can be rather similar (Johnston, 2005; Warner, 2007).

2.9 Importance of Costs and Incentives for Anti-corruption Reforms

Why is it important to understand the cost and incentive differences between grand

and petty corruption? Two prominent reasons exist: prevention of systemic corrup-

tion and establishing a causal sequence for anti-corruption reforms. Avoiding the

worst-case scenario of systemic corruption is highly desirable as the losses accrued

because of systemic corruption are high. Furthermore, the ability to sequence the

reforms and address the problems in an appropriate temporal order leads to better

results. Corruption scholars have recognized the dangers that come from conver-

gence of high grand and high petty corruption and they have observed some patterns

of causality in anti-corruption reforms (Johnston, 2005; Knack and Kusinko, 2011).
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2.10 Systemic Corruption

Understanding systemic corruption reinforces the importance of disaggregating cor-

ruption. Countries where grand and petty corruption have fused into systemic

corruption are in trouble and reforms cannot succeed if aimed at all types of cor-

ruption simultaneously. Systemic corruption can be described as the worst form

of corruption (Johnston, 1998). Nations that are plagued by systemic corruption

experience corruption that is more extensive and different in nature, as it is em-

bedded in the political and economic system of developing nations. Even if such

nations try to implement new institutions and procedures, such reforms are deprived

of administrative and political support and are often doomed to fail. In those rare

instances when systemic corruption is temporarily reduced, it often reasserts itself

anew (Johnston, 1998). “Systemic corruption is not a special category of corrupt

practice but rather a situation in which the major institutions and processes of the

state are routinely dominated and used by corrupt individuals and groups, and in

which many people have few practical alternatives to dealing with corrupt officials”

(Johnston 1998, p. 89).

With systemic corruption, high levels of grand corruption combine with

widespread petty corruption; this condition is characterized by expansive networks

that exist between high-level national officials, large businesses (including multi-

national corporations), various intermediaries (that support the negotiations, ease

money transfers, and provide legal cover-up for the transactions), and are aided by
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vast numbers of petty corrupt officials (that provide the cover-up and are assigned

a portion of the bribe money). Politically induced petty corruption, or when politi-

cians put pressure on the bureaucrats to deliver corrupt revenues, increases both

grand and petty corruption (Yadav, 2010). In such environments, corrupt transac-

tions become a way of life. High grand and petty corruption when combined affect

all of the population (Uslaner, 2008). Johnston (1997) describes entrenched corrup-

tion as a system where officials share not only the profits but also the risks. In that

case, political opposition and checks and balances are weak. Entrenched political

corruption may be comprised of an executive branch that is a monopolistic organi-

zation or groups that reap large rewards from corruption; entrenched bureaucratic

corruption is comprised of bureaucrats that do not face competition for rewards as

political grand corruptors do. These structures make it easier to create a long-lasting

and very profitable corruption machine (small payments that accumulate into large

sums over time).

Examples of countries with entrenched or systemic corruption include Nige-

ria, or Mobutu’s Zaire or 1960’s Thailand (Johnston, 1998). Russia also presents a

compelling example of an intertwined system of petty and grand corruption. Sys-

temic corruption there exists on multiple levels (Sharafutdinova, 2010). While or-

dinary citizens are expected to give bribes in order to get doctor’s appointments

or kindergarten admissions at the administrative level of government, at the higher

policy-making level the same ministries (Ministry of Internal Affairs or the Min-
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istry of Health and Social Services) equally participate in corruption as they both

extract large bribes from the companies that petition for policy changes, licenses,

or contracts, and embezzle state funds that are allocated under the auspices of

the ministries. Reportedly, high-level officials engage in patronizing large compa-

nies through illegal extraction of bribes for so-called protection, while middle- and

petty-level officials mimic the practice by patronizing small companies (Yasin et al.,

2004).

2.11 Sequencing

Given the undesirability of evolved systemic corruption, it is important to look at

the cases that managed to avoid this worst-case scenario. Evidence suggests that

high grand corruption commonly leads to high petty corruption, but effective anti-

corruption efforts start from reversing the trend and attempting to clean up the

bureaucracy first. Rose-Ackerman (1999a), Johnston (1997), and Della Porta and

Vannucci (1999) suggest that rampant grand corruption evolves into rampant petty

corruption. Using the Italian state as an example, Della Porta and Vannucci (1997)

show that petty corruption is closely related to grand corruption within the Italian

bureaucracy.

“Grand political corruption is intertwined with bureaucratic corrup-

tion. First of all, the presence of political corruption reduces the risks

and costs for the bureaucrats who want to engage in petty corruption.
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The normal reciprocal control between the political class and the bu-

reaucracy is hampered in fact when both parties connive to cover their

own wrongdoings...Moreover, the very diffusion of corruption reduces its

moral costs.” ( Della Porta and Vannucci 1999, pp 145-146).

Eliminating petty corruption would lead to a significant reduction in grand

corruption as the countries where petty corruption has been largely eliminated wit-

ness almost no reestablishing of high levels of grand corruption (Uslaner 2008, p.235,

246). Similar assessments of corruption have been put forth by analyzing the tra-

jectories in the FSU and Eastern Europe; Knack and Kusinko (2011) found that

only when petty corruption reaches a certain low level, grand corruption can be re-

duced as well. Over the first decade of the 21st century, low-administrative (petty)

corruption countries further reduced their state capture (grand) levels, but for coun-

tries with previous medium to high administrative corruption, their state capture

corruption levels remained the same (the countries could be roughly divided into

groups that correspond to the EU member-states and to the Former Soviet Union)

(Knack and Kusinko, 2011). FSU countries are still plagued by petty and grand

corruption, while the Eastern Europe EU members have mostly managed to reduce

petty corruption to acceptable levels.
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2.12 Measurements and Data

As I have previously shown, most research employs traditional cross-national indexes

of perception of corruption, such as TI Corruption Perceptions Index or WB Control

of Corruption. Perceptions of corruption have a number of problems (Treisman,

2007) and corruption by itself is not as uniform as have been suggested in the past.

Government records is another way to look at corruption, but they are more of a

reflection of government effectiveness (Seligson, 2006). The varieties of corruption

are rarely looked at from a cross-national standpoint (but Lambsdorff 2005). Most

research on corruption adopts a case study approach. For instance, petty corruption

is often studied through case studies, such as a detailed account of informal practices

in Russia: manipulative campaigning, compromising information, corrupt ties of

joint responsibility, shadow barter, double accountancy, and alternative enforcement

(Ledeneva, 2006). Klitgaard (1991b) provides a well-known account of bureaucratic

corruption in Philippines, Hong Kong, and Singapore, whereas Della Porta and

Vannucci (1999) analyze grand corruption in Italy.

Experience-based measures are the most desirable but are hard to collect

cross-nationally due to the illicit nature of corruption. Only a few options are avail-

able, especially for disaggregating corruption. For instance, the World Bank survey

of entrepreneurs (BEEPS) asked questions about the firms’ experiences with corrup-

tion. Knack (2007) further used the responses to construct two significant factors:

state capture factor (the three variables on bribes to influence legislation and rules)
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and administrative corruption (variables that measure payments to obtain business

licenses, to pass inspections, and to deal with taxes) (Knack, 2007). Therefore I

could have looked at the proportion of firms that are expected to give gifts to secure

government contract in a given country from the same BEEPS survey. Such verbiage

is used to avoid value-laden connotations of corruption and bribery, as the value of

the gifts can easily account 4-6 percent of the value of the contract (up to 16 percent

in the Philippines). The data were collected through the World Bank Enterprise

Surveys and comprises surveys from over 100 countries ranging from 2006 to 2011.

However, such data might carry over similar problems compared to the CPI and

WB Control of Corruption indices. International experts may be reluctant to reveal

real numbers, or they might be politically biased, or their experiences might reveal

their predispositions and expectations versus the extent of corruption in the highest

level of national governments. The Enterprise Surveys from World Bank collect data

that represents a mixed assessment of grand and petty corruption. It focuses on the

firm-level perspective, which may not be indicative of the overall level of grand or

petty corruption.

Another option would be to borrow more specialized questions from the In-

ternational Country Risk Guide survey. The three related questions are the risk of

government repudiation of contracts due to an income drop budget cutbacks, indige-

nization pressure, a change in government, or a change in government economic and

social priorities, (for political corruption), the most common form of corruption that
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international businesses tend to deal with such as special payments for import and

export licenses, exchangeable controls, tax assessments, police protection, or loans

(for administrative corruption), and bureaucratic quality question (for bureaucratic

corruption) (Straub, 2008). But ICRG data still suffers from the common biases as

it relies primarily on foreign experts. One more expert survey database with specific

questions pertaining to the types of corruption is a French database Country Pro-

files (CP). Although it does contain such concepts as grand and petty corruption,

the respondents of the surveys are again foreign experts and diplomats who may

not have direct knowledge of the extent of grand and petty corruption in a specific

country.

Nations in Transit indices of corruption also separate the variables into state

capture and administrative corruption. BEEPS and Nations in Transit measure

different aspects of high-level corruption, however, the extent of administrative cor-

ruption is related to petty corruption since similar agencies extract bribes to give

licenses to individual entrepreneurs (small businesses) to large corporations. How-

ever, the main problem is that BEEPS uses firm-level responses and Nations in

Transit have a limited sample of democratizing countries, therefore, they are not

fully suitable for my purposes.

Another study, done by Teksoez (2006), used a combination of experiences

and perceptions of corruption using the WEF Executive Opinion Survey. WEF

Survey collects data on the quality of different government functions: permits,
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utilities, taxes, public contracts, loans, influencing law and policy-making, influ-

encing judicial decisions. Corruption in access to public utilities, taxes, and loan

applications loaded on a factor that stands for petty corruption, while corruption

in public contracts, influencing law, policy-making, and judicial decisions on a

factor for grand (Teksoez, 2006). In particular, South America, Central America,

and Eastern Europe are plagued by grand corruption, whereas Africa is badly

affected by petty corruption. The problem associated with this approach is that it

eliminates the experiences of ordinary people with petty corruption, as prominent

businesspeople may not have direct interactions with public utilities as much as

regular citizens are as well as loan applications and tax offices can comprise both

grand and petty corruption, depending on the size of a loan or the amount of taxes.

In order to get the closest to experience-based measures of grand and petty

corruption, I chose to utilize experiences of ordinary people with low-level officials

as a measure for petty corruption and reports of local top-level businesspeople of the

extent of embezzlement of public funds and top-level bribes for grand corruption.

I have also looked for sources that have some time-series data. The data source

for petty corruption is TI Global Corruption Barometer 2006-2011. Global Corrup-

tion Barometer was launched in 2006 and continues approximately biannually. The

respondents were asked about their contacts with different low-level governmental

and non-governmental agencies and whether they were asked to pay bribes or not.
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The initial unit of analysis in the survey is respondents’ experiences with corruption

on the individual level. Since my research questions and the independent variables

of interest are on the national level, I have recoded people’s experiences with cor-

ruption to a national-level ratio, essentially a proportion of people that gave bribes

compared to the overall proportion of people that had contact with an agency in a

given country.

I have decided to use the degree of low-level corruption within registry and

permit services (civil registry for birth, marriage, licenses, permits, land and prop-

erty ownership and transfer of ownership) as the most comparable cross-country

measure2 . Although the GCB includes questions on corruption in other low-level

institutions such as education system, judiciary, medical services, police, utilities,

land services and customs, they are prone to cultural and historical variations. I

have also tested various configurations of low-level institutions. Different approaches

to petty corruption lead to approximately the same measure, but limiting it to reg-

2Permit and licensing offices are the most comparable measure because other offices might

display significant cross-country variations. Police may sometimes serve a para-military role. In

such a case, contact with police and paying a bribe to police does not constitute a homogeneous

measure of petty corruption. Contact with judiciary is usually so rare that a larger dataset would

be required to create cross-country measures. Many countries have contact rates below 2%. Finally,

medical or educational institutions can be semi-privatized as opposed to public or state-owned. If

they are privatized, there will be no bribes paid as a significant fee has already been paid. This

could potentially be coded, but that data does not currently exist and is left for future projects
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istry and permit services allows us a more straightforward and comparable measure

across countries and time.

For grand corruption, I rely on the conceptualization by Moody-Stuart (1997)

who studied grand corruption by looking at corrupt decision-makers who receive

kickbacks from the contracts that the state awards or embezzle large sums from

public funds. Such measure can be found in the World Economic Forum Executive

Opinion Survey. Local businesspeople can relay their knowledge and reveal indi-

rectly their participation in corruption activities without revealing the exact extent

of their involvement. I have also looked at the different subcomponents within the

WEF surveys. I have coded grand corruption as only one subcomponent, the em-

bezzlement of state funds, as it speaks more directly to the corruption only on the

top level. However, since the survey asks leading local business executives, their

responses in terms of irregular payments and bribes pertain mostly to the top level

as well. The results are robust to the different configurations of grand corruption.

I follow the recommendation of Pan and Superti (2011) who analyzed World

Economic Forum (WEF) Executives Opinion Survey 2004-2011 as an experience-

based measure. This measure still has some evidence of the same type of bias

uncovered in the expert perceptions surveys. Even if some local business leaders

have witnessed or participated in high-level bribery or fraud, some have not and

chose to rely on the general knowledge of the level of corruption in their countries.

Utilizing local business experts is one step in the right direction, but even they
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are prone to the expert bias. I compose a measure of grand corruption from the

experiential indicators derived from the WEF’s Executives Opinion Survey. The

2011 survey has been conducted in 139 countries with an average number of 98

respondents each. The sample was restricted to be leading business executives from

each country. The samples were compiled using the help of economics departments

of national universities, independent research institutes or business organizations,

using dual stratification based on the size of the company and the sector of activity.

The data has been edited for outliers and sector-weighted country averages. The

questions were asked to assess the degree of embezzlement of public funds, favoritism

of public officials and the extent of irregular payments and bribes in each country.

For my research, I have used the first and the third measure, because favoritism

of public officials is a less quantifiable category. Since WEF measure has some

degree of expert bias, it is possible to use TI CPI measure as a proxy for grand

corruption, since it contains more data from more countries. However the TI CPI

data contains the WEF corruption measures and the GCB measures that I already

use as experiences of petty corruption.

The correlation between my measures of grand corruption and petty corrup-

tion is .49. The two types of corruption are not identical and they do not comprise

one general index of corruption. The grand corruption measure retained the format

from the WEF surveys, ranging from 1.5 (high grand corruption) to 6.6 (very low

grand corruption). The petty corruption measure was recoded (the 0 to 1 ratio was
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multiplied by 10 and reversed) for the values to correspond to grand corruption and

ranges from 2.7 (high petty corruption) to 9.9 (almost no petty corruption). Essen-

tially, both measures of the types of corruption range from very corrupt countries

to clean countries.

The resulting panel dataset consists of 571 country-years for grand corruption

and 225 country-years for petty corruption. Table 1 contains the means of the

measures of petty corruption and Table 2 contains the means of the measures of

grand corruption. Graph 1 illustrates cross-national means of petty corruption.

Liberia, Sierra Leone and Cambodia have particularly high levels of petty corruption,

while New Zealand, Germany and UK have low ones. Graph 2 illustrates cross-

national means of grand corruption measured as embezzlement of public funds.

Chad, Argentina, Venezuela, Yemen, Paraguay, and Uganda have low levels of the

measure of grand corruption, which means that their top-level corruption is rampant

and assessed as bad. Denmark, Finland, New Zealand, Singapore have high levels,

which means that they are rather clean.

Table 2.4: Cross-National Means of Grand Corruption

(Top-Level Bribes)

(1)

mean
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Albania 4.102415

Algeria 3.061789

Argentina 3.096327

Armenia 3.471127

Australia 5.843784

Austria 5.8363

Azerbaijan 3.01649

Bahrain 5.907955

Bangladesh 2.49696

Barbados 5.598971

Belgium 5.678573

Benin 2.914486

Bolivia 2.671145

Bosnia 3.551632

Botswana 5.116178

Brazil 4.106644

Brunei 5.400654

Bulgaria 3.579048

Burkina Faso 3.212726

Burundi 2.604281
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Cambodia 3.02863

Cameroon 3.001125

Canada 6.175558

Cape Verde 4.91605

Chad 2.249365

Chile 5.875515

China 4.071879

Columbia 3.610596

Costa Rica 4.400259

Cote d’Ivoire 2.54457

Croatia 3.846364

Cyprus 5.041779

Czech Republic 3.868132

Denmark 6.691566

Dominican Republic 3.170491

Ecuador 3.370036

Egypt 3.775853

El Salvador 3.777539

Estonia 5.535586

Ethiopia 3.622308
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Finland 6.524703

France 5.631958

Gambia 4.488618

Georgia 5.287923

Germany 5.870674

Ghana 3.48083

Greece 3.460432

Guatemala 3.703692

Guyana 3.163498

Haiti 2.608521

Honduras 3.617708

Hong Kong 6.240718

Hungary 4.317107

Iceland 6.333493

India 3.505849

Indonesia 3.261549

Iran 3.98542

Ireland 6.113158

Israel 5.714542

Italy 4.063449
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Jamaica 3.956204

Japan 6.290707

Jordan 4.510664

Kazakhstan 3.428391

Kenya 2.87089

Korea 4.522481

Kuwait 4.48652

Kyrgyzstan 2.463692

Latvia 4.229078

Lebanon 2.834642

Lesotho 3.369045

Lithuania 4.482018

Luxembourg 6.361348

Macedonia 4.267262

Madagascar 2.904119

Malawi 3.676491

Malaysia 4.793443

Mali 2.466257

Malta 4.776531

Mauritania 2.663043
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Mauritius 4.645888

Mexico 3.59288

Moldova 3.315627

Mongolia 3.085732

Montenegro 4.429939

Morocco 3.92296

Mozambique 3.761741

Namibia 4.504784

Nepal 2.884605

Netherlands 6.155464

New Zealand 6.72415

Nicaragua 3.15864

Nigeria 2.916404

Norway 6.400754

Oman 6.002395

Pakistan 3.119116

Panama 3.712713

Paraguay 2.989142

Peru 4.258701

Philippines 3.013839
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Poland 4.932668

Portugal 5.107599

Puerto Rico 4.681723

Qatar 5.932188

Romania 3.974166

Russia 3.068165

Rwanda 5.735522

Saudi Arabia 5.9025

Senegal 3.578169

Serbia 3.603625

Singapore 6.659576

Slovakia 3.741477

Slovenia 4.860396

South Africa 4.638253

Spain 4.973756

Sri Lanka 3.977929

Suriname 3.69187

Swaziland 3.942616

Sweden 6.564868

Switzerland 6.254673
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Taiwan 5.205992

Tajikistan 3.621984

Tanzania 3.181942

Thailand 3.756815

Timor-Leste 3.157361

Trinidad and Tobago 3.771467

Turkey 3.963501

UK 5.87783

USA 4.857405

Uganda 2.970303

Ukraine 2.648565

United Arab Emirates 6.093916

Uruguay 5.567823

Venezuela 2.819181

Vietnam 3.236757

Yemen 2.367757

Zambia 3.648455

Zimbabwe 3.933697

Total 4.333739

Observations 297
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Table 2.5: Cross-National Means of Grand Corruption

(Embezzlement)

(1)

mean

Albania 3.55895

Algeria 3.288234

Argentina 2.069048

Armenia 2.69838

Australia 5.789259

Austria 5.667714

Azerbaijan 3.020831

Bahrain 5.308105

Bangladesh 2.624091

Barbados 5.304461

Belgium 5.056576

Benin 2.368312

Bolivia 2.343344

Bosnia 3.355982

Botswana 4.753624
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Brazil 2.326647

Brunei 5.099569

Bulgaria 2.725486

Burkina Faso 2.524244

Burundi 1.82985

Cambodia 3.022157

Cameroon 2.282476

Canada 5.669361

Cape Verde 4.488949

Chad 2.035901

Chile 4.629949

China 3.761153

Columbia 2.636221

Costa Rica 4.07718

Cote d’Ivoire 2.045976

Croatia 2.966907

Cyprus 5.024908

Czech Republic 2.71806

Denmark 6.364886

Dominican Republic 2.01212
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Ecuador 2.140903

Egypt 3.110246

El Salvador 3.214004

Estonia 4.565925

Ethiopia 3.903322

Finland 6.301997

France 5.195931

Gambia 4.467934

Georgia 4.13393

Germany 5.74705

Ghana 3.264703

Greece 2.902383

Guatemala 2.202659

Guyana 3.130569

Honduras 2.605563

Hong Kong 5.988221

Hungary 2.732823

Iceland 5.529399

India 3.247254

Indonesia 3.537827
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Iran 3.434798

Ireland 5.34183

Israel 5.286025

Italy 3.149766

Jamaica 3.134716

Japan 5.156331

Jordan 4.264606

Kazakhstan 2.811127

Kenya 2.206234

Korea 3.679914

Kuwait 3.610524

Kyrgyzstan 2.330385

Latvia 3.133276

Lebanon 2.413164

Lesotho 3.232101

Libya 2.28673

Lithuania 3.253153

Luxembourg 6.137516

Macedonia 3.545894

Madagascar 2.58866
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Malawi 3.905814

Malaysia 4.112385

Mali 2.618055

Malta 4.54522

Mauritania 2.650486

Mauritius 4.084291

Mexico 2.799749

Moldova 2.814009

Mongolia 2.261691

Montenegro 4.239699

Morocco 3.412263

Mozambique 2.525191

Namibia 4.155651

Nepal 2.558467

Netherlands 5.897435

New Zealand 6.596183

Nicaragua 2.352055

Nigeria 2.230026

Norway 5.944782

Oman 5.547122
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Pakistan 2.951718

Panama 3.207447

Paraguay 1.931073

Peru 3.065706

Philippines 1.997523

Poland 4.167838

Portugal 4.140812

Puerto Rico 3.949798

Qatar 5.794106

Romania 3.075766

Russia 2.613847

Rwanda 5.695448

Saudi Arabia 5.120026

Senegal 2.755655

Serbia 2.861589

Singapore 6.431538

Slovakia 2.52826

Slovenia 3.934674

South Africa 3.117385

Spain 3.973638
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Sri Lanka 3.530772

Swaziland 2.966502

Sweden 6.47825

Switzerland 6.11284

Taiwan 4.596702

Tajikistan 3.262823

Tanzania 3.072143

Thailand 3.343148

Timor-Leste 3.241263

Trinidad and Tobago 3.125943

Turkey 3.201153

UK 5.805362

USA 4.686493

Uganda 1.966228

Ukraine 2.167424

United Arab Emirates 5.176084

Uruguay 5.057204

Venezuela 1.943782

Vietnam 3.301258

Zambia 2.973377
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Zimbabwe 2.66235

Total 3.688263

Observations 136

Table 2.6: Cross-National Means of Petty Corruption

(1)

mean

Afghanistan .3910534

Argentina .0556452

Armenia .1809788

Australia .0202703

Austria .0475793

Azerbaijan .414718

Belarus .1964286

Bolivia .2037997

Bosnia .1492625

Brazil .0171429

Bulgaria .062599

Cambodia .6873385
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Cameroon .4018198

Canada .0202148

Chile .0953741

China .0713202

Columbia .1206897

Croatia .0351526

Czech Republic .0820783

Denmark .0035997

El Salvador .1152922

Fiji .0603306

Finland .0092845

France .0366534

Georgia .0232172

Germany .0101458

Ghana .2250623

Greece .1101887

Hong Kong .0404778

Hungary .1584992

Iceland .0186084

India .3401575
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Indonesia .0978189

Iraq .39239

Ireland .0203185

Israel .0282862

Kenya .3084112

Korea .0255885

Kosovo .0864611

Latvia .1296584

Lebanon .1743003

Liberia .7291791

Lithuania .2654269

Luxembourg .0901163

Macedonia .1406959

Mexico .1989064

Moldova .3097643

Mongolia .3422819

Netherlands .0124378

New Zealand .0215669

Nigeria .3771162

Norway .0042866
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PNG .1561027

Pakistan .3448413

Palestine .2787412

Peru .122905

Philippines .0955882

Poland .1098546

Portugal .0193333

Romania .2175573

Russia .1963096

Senegal .3545206

Serbia .1134705

Sierra Leone .6034483

Singapore .0706179

Slovenia .0288462

Solomons .1051567

South Africa .2422617

Spain .0278436

Switzerland .0071787

Taiwan .0625921

Thailand .0945028
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Turkey .272802

UK .0088318

USA .0515695

Uganda .5308748

Ukraine .2874473

Vanuatu .0840708

Venezuela .1057165

Vietnam .3349515

Zambia .2477327

Total .1646378

Observations 81

2.13 Conclusion

The problem with corruption persists around the world. International organizations

such as the World Bank or IMF apply various conditions to their loans which often

include serious reductions in corruption. However, especially developing countries

still struggle. I suggest that disaggregating corruption and looking specifically at

the types of corruption clarify some important dynamics and allows prioritizing

anti-corruption efforts.

Petty corruption is more straightforward as it mostly indicated bureaucratic
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inefficiencies and low-level officials are more amenable to reforms’ efforts. Grand

corruption is more complicated, based on the costs and incentives structure. Top-

level officials are savvier and are able to navigate corrupt environments to their

benefit. Low-level corruption has more formal constraints. In terms of outcomes,

grand corruption affects national-level development and petty corruption affects

ordinary people. The differences in costs and incentives can be utilized to predict and

forecast the results of anti-corruption efforts. A rational choice approach focusing

on costs and incentives clarifies the substantive differences between grand and petty

corruption.

This approach clarifies the substantive differences and serves as a roadmap

to understand the specifics of corruption in a given country. Furthermore, after an

assessment is made, policy makers can decide on a reform strategy given the goals

and the available resources.
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CHAPTER 3

The Types of Corruption and Democracy: Does Democracy Reduce Grand or

Petty Corruption?

3.1 Introduction

Corruption has been on the forefront of the public agenda for more than two decades,

since the establishment of the NGO Transparency International and the priority

that was assigned to corruption by the World Bank. Even prior to the 1990s,

many scholars worked on the topic of corruption. As a result, we know a great

deal about corruption. We know that corruption tends to be more like “sand”

than “grease” in the machinery of domestic development. Corruption negatively

impacts economic development, democratization (Treisman, 2000; Montinola and

Jackman, 2002) and social outcomes (Gupta et al., 2002). However, practitioners

are still facing dilemmas on how to address corruption in the most effective way: a

few countries such as Botswana, Singapore and Hong Kong progressed quickly from

being very corrupt to very clean (TI 2010), but in many countries anti-corruption

reforms have stagnated.

I argue that we still do not know enough about the nature and scale of corrupt

practices to eradicate or significantly reduce corruption around the globe. One of the
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omissions in the literature concerns the differences between the types of corruption

(Lancaster and Montinola, 2001). Although basic distinctions and typologies have

been mentioned in the literature (Langseth, 2006; Rose-Ackerman, 1999a; Shah and

Schacter, 2004; Amundsen, 1999), they need to be further developed, both theoreti-

cally and empirically. Typically, corruption is measured by aggregate indices mostly

based on perceptions of corruption. Perceptions of corruption are not a good proxy

for actual corruption (Abramo, 2008; Oman and Arndt, 2010). Scholars have called

for more experiential, local, and disaggregated measures (Knack, 2007; Treisman,

2007). Disaggregating corruption into grand and petty avoids the pitfalls of most

perceptual measures and focuses on corruption at the local level. This chapter ex-

pands the typology of corruption, proposes new measurements of grand and petty

corruption and answers one of the unresolved questions in the literature: whether

democracy reduces either grand or petty corruption.

The empirical findings on the relationship between corruption and democ-

racy vary, including: a negative effect (You and Khagram, 2005; Sung, 2004;

Treisman, 2000; Lederman et al., 2005; Shen and Williamson, 2005), no effect

(Sun and Johnston, 2009; Treisman, 2007), U-shaped effect (Montinola and

Jackman, 2002), or a positive effect (Doig and Theobald, 1999; Moran, 2001).

I argue that grand corruption is less affected by democracy levels as top-level

officials can influence policy-making (Jain, 2001) and therefore modify the reg-

ulations to create opportunities for grand corruption. In fact, most countries
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display some level of grand corruption. Johnston (2005) proposed a four-type

classification that gives an illustration of how widespread grand corruption is.

Liberal democracies are characterized by interest-group bidding (strong private

interests that have access to elites), hierarchical polities (China or Japan) are

characterized by elite hegemony (political resources are exchanged for personal

wealth), unstable democracies (Russia, Peru, Italy) by fragmented clientelism

(insecure elites utilize their opportunities for corruption), or patronage machines

(Indonesia or Malasia) by domineering official moguls (Johnston, 2000). In most

democracies elites find a roundabout way to maintain loopholes for personal

enrichment. Corrupt low-level officials have limited access to modify the laws and

create opportunities for corruption in more democratic countries. Thus, officials

engaged in petty corruption are more constrained by democratic institutions. In

democracies the pressure to provide public goods motivates elites to control lower-

level bureaucracies to perform better. Therefore, I suggest that higher democracy

levels lead to less petty corruption but does not necessarily reduce grand corruption.

The chapter proceeds as follows. First, I review the previous literature on the

classifications of corruption, suggest my own expanded theory of grand and petty

corruption and explain their differences. Second, I examine the existing literature

on whether corruption (both grand and petty) is less prominent in more democratic

countries. Third, I present and discuss new measures of grand and petty corruption.
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Fourth, I apply the measures to test the effect of democracy on the two types of

corruption using panel models with the linear, lagged, differenced and non-linear

predictors and quantile regression models. Fifth, I discuss the findings and possible

applications in terms of setting priorities for anti-corruption campaigns; the results

support a call for prioritization of specific anti-corruption steps.

3.2 Typology: Grand and Petty Corruption

The typology of corruption is essential for understanding corruption effects. Grand

corruption constitutes misuse of top-level positions for private gain. Private gain

can come in the form of personal or family enrichment, as well as benefits that go

to a specific clan, group, or party. Petty corruption in contrast affects the citizens

at the bottom level, as individuals pay low-level officials to get public benefits or to

speed up an unwieldy bureaucratic process. Those two forms of corruption are not

created equal as they differ in terms of their nature and corresponding causes and

consequences. Corruption at the local level leads to bad governance and decreases

the ability of the population to hold politicians and officials accountable and to

disruptions in people’s activities. The disruptions on the top levels lead to misuse of

national resources and decrease investment in public goods and long-term projects.

The overall quality of life in a nation does not reach its highest potential in countries

with high grand corruption.

Why should we care about disaggregating corruption if both grand and petty
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corruption are usually bad for development albeit to a different degree? The an-

swer is that, although the harmful effects of corruption are costly, the efforts to

combat corruption are costly too (Klitgaard, 1991b). It takes government and civil

society resources to fight corruption, therefore it is hard to dedicate a maximum

effort to anti-corruption reforms. A balanced approach (taking costs and benefits

into account) requires an educated framework of priorities and a sequence of re-

forms. Corruption needs to be reduced, but it cannot be eliminated. At some point,

the social costs of eliminating all corruption become too large (Klitgaard, 1991a).

Reducing one form of corruption can be more effective (both in terms of resources

and capacity of top-level officials, NGOs, and international actors) than reducing

another form of corruption. Therefore, in this chapter I proceed to analyze which

form of corruption can be reduced by improving democracy levels.

3.2.1 Previous Measures of Corruption and the Need for Disaggregation

Corruption is typically measured by general indices combined from expert opinions

such as Transparency International Control of Corruption Index (CPI) or World

Bank Control of Corruption Index. A number of problems have been raised concern-

ing using perceptions of corruption as a measure of actual corruption. Corruption

experiences are only vaguely correlated with corruption perceptions. In fact, percep-

tions of corruption are strongly related to the opinions about other issues, such as

violence or human rights (Abramo, 2008). Furthermore, perceptions of corruption
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can change regardless of actual change and are very subjective (Oman and Arndt,

2010). Existing definitions of corruption are either too broad and cover too much

or they deal only with a part of the problem of corruption (Rothstein, 2011) 1 . A

general index of corruption usually obscures many important features of the specific

types of corruption (Knack, 2007). Scholars disaggregated corruption theoretically

into grand and petty (Ades and Tella, 1996; Shah and Schacter, 2004; Amundsen,

1999), but did not expand on the typology. Different forms of corruption are ex-

pected to have differing political consequences (Johnston, 1986). Lancaster and

Montinola (2001) suggested that different aspects of corruption need to be stud-

ied from a perspective of dissimilar causes and outcomes, but their calls remained

largely unanswered. I proceed to address these calls and disaggregate corruption

into grand and petty varieties.

From a research perspective, grand corruption is more visible and is consid-

ered a stronger impediment for development (Rose-Ackerman, 1999a,b). I argue,

however, that petty corruption is unjustifiably overlooked. Bureaucratic or petty

corruption has harmful effects because low-level corruption becomes a long-lasting

and profitable (small individual payments but a large take over time) corruption

machine (Johnston, 1997). If low-level public officials abuse their public power for

private gain, it affects the applicability and the implementation of the law, becoming

1Johnston (2000) Johnston (2002) and Lancaster and Montinola (2001) offered useful reviews

of the problems associated with measuring corruption with perception indices.
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favorable towards the interest of more privileged groups but not of others (Rothstein

and Teorell, 2008). Bureaucratic corruption is recognized to be harmful for develop-

ment. Even dictators are interested in effective government to promote and execute

their policies to keep their populations satisfied so they do not overthrow the dic-

tator (Wintrobe, 1998; Egorov et al., 2009). Top-level officials share the incentives

to keep petty corruption under control, because they benefit from favorable public

opinion and public opinion is affected by poor delivery of public goods. In turn,

bureaucratic corruption is more susceptible to improvements in democratic institu-

tions: with more checks and balances, greater judiciary independence, stronger civil

society, and more accountability, petty corruption goes down. High petty corruption

is a symptom of disarray among public institutions. Therefore, better functioning

democratic institutions are expected to reduce petty corruption.

Both petty and grand corruption can converge into systemic corruption

which, I argue, is more potent in its negative impact than the two types taken

separately. Johnston (1997, 1998), who pioneered the idea of entrenched or sys-

temic corruption, describes entrenched corruption as a system where officials share

the profits. In the case of systemic corruption, political opposition and checks and

balances are weak. Entrenched corruption is embedded in a larger political and

economic equilibrium. It is usually characterized by an extensive state economy, or

a weak private sector, combined with weak political alternatives (Johnston, 1997).

Examples of countries with entrenched or systemic corruption include Nigeria, or
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Mobutu’s Zaire or 1960’s Thailand (Johnston, 1998). Reducing even one form of

corruption can prevent both types from developing into systemic corruption and

crippling the country. My argument suggests that petty corruption can be reduced

by improving democratic institutions, which can be a crucial step in preventing

systemic corruption.

3.3 Corruption’s Effect on Democracy

I argue that the typology of corruption helps answer one of the unresolved questions

in the literature: the relationship between corruption and democracy. The concepts

of democracy and democratization are among the central concepts for political sci-

ence, but the relationship between corruption and democracy remains unclear (Treis-

man, 2007). For instance, the literature has established the negative link between

economic development and corruption (Mauro, 1995; Kaufmann, 2005), although

some questions remain regarding the exceptions to the rule, countries like South

Korea, Taiwan and others that have managed to achieve high economic growth and

development despite high levels of corruption (Wedeman, 2012). In general, wealth-

ier countries tend to have less corruption. By contrast, the link between the level of

political development and corruption remains ambiguous. Scholars have suggested

that democracy and corruption are negatively correlated You and Khagram (2005);

Sung (2004); Treisman (2000); Lederman et al. (2005), but the empirical evidence

varies. Usually studies show that democracies have lower corruption levels than
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autocracies. For instance, Treisman (2000) and Sandholtz and Gray (2003) find

higher levels of democracy to be associated with lower levels of corruption. Nev-

ertheless, some researchers argue for a U-shaped relationship between democracy

and corruption (Montinola and Jackman, 2002; Treisman, 2007). Montinola and

Jackman (2002) found a nonlinear relationship between democracy and perceived

corruption.2

Others have argued that democracy and corruption are not related (Sun

and Johnston 2009). Some empirical examples, such as Singapore, suggest that

countries do not need to be democratic to be corruption-free. Newly democratizing

countries are prone to increased levels of corruption (Doig and Theobald, 1999;

Moran, 2001; Shen and Williamson, 2005). Some scholars argued that it is the

duration of democracy that brings down corruption, however Treisman (2007) did

not find support for the duration but only for the distinction whether countries

became democratic prior to the 1950s or not. When he accounts for democracies

prior to 1950, the U-shaped relationship between corruption and political liberties

loses significance (Treisman, 2007). Even if it takes time for a democracy to reduce

corruption (Lederman et al., 2005), the relationship is not robust to a large number

of controls (Fan et al., 2010). Some countries actually experienced growth in general

2They measured democracy by the Freedom House Political Rights score and observed that per-

ceived corruption decreases when a democracy goes up from three to one on the FH Political Rights

scale (Hungary or Poland 1990) or when an autocracy goes down from seven to six (Afghanistan

in 2003 or Tajikistan in 2007) but the effects in between six and three are less predictable.
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corruption after democratization: such as Kenya (from 1991 onwards) (Robinson

2012, 147) and Zambia (Robinson 2012, p.146). Corruption can coexist even

with perfect Polity IV scores: Fritz (2007) found that democratization did not re-

duce corruption in Mongolia, despite 20 continuous years of democratic government.

The level of democracy matters more for petty corruption than for grand

corruption. Petty corruption implies involvement of large numbers of low-level bu-

reaucrats in illicit activities. The people are expected to pay bribes to get the

services they are entitled to or to get them on time. With better democratic institu-

tions, elites are under pressure to provide public goods and the public is expecting to

get decent quality public goods. Therefore, I expect petty corruption to be lower in

more democratic countries. Under democracy, there are more checks and balances,

greater judicial independence and stronger civil society. More oversight over bureau-

cracy improves the quality of services and reduces petty corruption. Transparency

is increased, therefore it is easier for NGOs and civic-minded individuals to monitor

corrupt bureaucrats and impose sanctions if they deviate from an impartial code

of conduct. Overall, even a glance at the democracy/petty corruption relationship

suggests that there are very few consolidated democracies with any noticeable levels

of petty corruption, with very few exceptions (such as Italy or Brazil, but even their

levels of petty corruption are not very high compared to the most corrupt countries).

Grand corruption, however, can remain resilient even to democratic changes.
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The literature suggests that more democratic countries have parliaments, indepen-

dent judiciary, checks and balances, elections and that citizens practice a number of

new behaviors such as participation in elections, campaigning, contacting officials,

or volunteering for candidates (Kolstad and Wiig, 2011). In reality not all of the

democratic arrangements are conducive for reducing grand corruption. Elections

require substantial funding which leads to pressure from donors (Rose-Ackerman,

1999b). Voters do not always vote corrupt politicians out for strategic reasons (Pani,

2011). Sometimes transparency makes it actually easier to identify which official to

offer a bribe to (Bac, 2001). Therefore, grand corruption is not always reduced in

more democratic countries; as elites are under increasing pressure to raise money,

voters might not care about their corrupt activities and they are more accessible to

the private interests.

Grand corruption involves elites that can adapt to the new environment and

modify the rules to be able to sustain the loopholes for some grand corruption ac-

tivities. Democratization usually increases grand corruption, at least temporarily,

as more opportunities for corruption arise given the instability and reforms. Demo-

cratic institutions can protect the elites’ interests and legitimize gaps to maintain

some level of grand corruption. Elites are able to legitimize their grand corrupt acts

such as making lobbying legal, creating ambiguous rules for campaigns donations

or creating loopholes. Andvig and Moene (1990) suggest multiple equilibria un-

der which democracy and corruption coexist, as more democratic countries are not
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always less corrupt. Electoral office might attract both corrupt and impartial politi-

cians (Golden, 2009). Grand corruption is a relatively widespread phenomenon; we

observe grand corruption in developed democracies such as France and in anocra-

cies such as Russia or Nigeria. For instance, in Russia, even though a law exists

requiring lawmakers and top-level politicians to report their income and the income

of their immediate family members, the implementation of the law is imperfect and

in effect some officials shirk from filing their tax reports or provide incomplete ones.

In Britain, the 2009 British parliament scandal revealed widespread misuse of public

funds by the members of the parliament and attempts to prevent disclosure under

the Freedom of Information laws. When the records were revealed, the expenses

paid by taxpayers ranged from remodeled kitchens to expensive trips abroad. These

were billed to government accounts above and beyond regular expenses. Even with

transparency laws, media and public access to the records was limited and it took

a whistleblower to reveal the extent of corruption. In another context, Brazilian

legislators had been accepting bribes indiscriminately, yet the country continues to

maintain the status of a full democracy. Most national-level officials can limit the

extent of their corrupt activities as not to substantially hurt the national economy

nor national democratic institutions. In short, I expect grand corruption to be less

affected by democracy due to the ability of elites to legitimize the loopholes.

On the contrary, more democracy motivates people to have less tolerance for

petty corruption. Formal democratic institutions are incompatible with informally
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institutionalized petty corruption, when bureaucrats have been pursuing private

gains and misusing their offices. As democratic institutions are established, they

balance the political system in favor of democratic order. Petty bureaucrats are

forced to reduce their extortion due to public pressure, civil society activities, and

elite’s motivation to improve delivery of public goods. Working democratic order

becomes incompatible with widespread petty corruption. As more checks and

balances appear and strengthen, transparency and accountability are improved,

and in turn petty bureaucrats have to perform their public functions. In addition,

people in democratic countries expect a number of outputs from their governments,

primarily in the form of public goods. Democracy promotes human capital

accumulation and people in democracies demand equal opportunities both in social

(education) and in economic (small business opportunities) realms (Helliwell, 1994).

Public goods come in the forms of good schools, predictable social security, and

reliable issuance of licenses. As people flex their democratic muscles, they put

pressure on their national and local governance to adhere to a higher standard of

public service delivery. New demands translate into a reduction in petty corruption.

Hypothesis 1: Improving democratic institutions reduces the level of petty

corruption.

Hypothesis 2: Improving democratic institutions only slightly reduces grand corrup-

tion.
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Petty corruption is more affected by democracy than grand corruption due

to the difference in incentives and payoffs. Next, I will look at how corrupt payoffs

change under democratizing institutions. The payoff will be driven by the reward

and the cost of corrupt activity and, in the long-term, also by the flexibility of corrupt

agents as they may be able to adapt and thus reduce the cost of corrupt activity

over time. The incentives for corruption (reward) will remain the same for low-

level officials, but will increase for top-level officials due to electoral pressures. The

need for campaign contributions is a large driver of grand corruption in democratic

countries and it is hardly applicable in non-democratic countries.

The controls on corruption (and thus cost of corrupt activity) increase for

both petty and grand corruption. However, because high-level officials benefit from

more efficient delivery of public goods, I argue that the change in controls on cor-

ruption under democratic institutions is much greater for low-level officials than

top-level officials. In other words, the democratic system of checks and balances

may increase scrutiny for both petty and grand corruption, but top-level officials

maintain another layer of scrutiny on low-level officials, as they are interested in

providing public goods.

Because petty corruption depends on a large number of small payments from

unknown agents (the public) and because low-level officials cannot affect policy,
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petty corruption is incapable of adapting under democratic institutions. On the

other hand, corrupt top-level officials are able to adapt by making policy changes

(Jain, 2001) and legitimizing corrupt activity (Johnston, 2005). Corrupt top-level

officials have the added benefit of deriving their corrupt income from a small number

of interactions with known agents. It may also be argued that those engaging in

grand corruption have more resources at their disposal, which adds to their long-

term flexibility.

Table 3.1: The Impact of Democratic Institutions on the Payoffs of Grand and Petty
Corruption

Petty
Corruption

Grand
Corruption

Key reasons

Incentives Unchanged Increased Campaign pressures
Controls Greatly

Increased
Increased Checks and balances, pressure for

delivery of public goods
Flexibility No Yes Resources available, policy

changes to legitimize corruption

As the Table 3.1 above shows, under democratic institutions the reward for

petty corruption remains unchanged, while the cost is greatly increased. This means

that the reward of low-level corrupt activity is clearly reduced by democratic insti-

tutions. Given the inability to adapt, the payoff of petty corruption will remain

unchanged in the long-term. In the short-term, the reward for grand corruption

under democratic institutions will increase, but so will its cost. Thus, in the short-
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term, the payoff may increase, remain unchanged or decrease, based on contextual

factor of the specific country. This indicates that grand corruption has more com-

plexity that needs to be studied, a detailed study that is out of the scope of the

current project. However, because agents engaged in grand corruption can adapt to

the changing circumstances (resources, policy changes) I argue that in the long-run

the cost of top-level corrupt activity under democratic institutions decreases (as

they adapt) thus the payoff (reward-cost) will remain or even increase in the long

run.

Table 3.2: The Short-term and Long-term Impact of Democratic Institutions on
Grand Corruption

Changes to Short-term
grand corruption

Long-term
grand corruption

Incentives Increased Increased
Controls Increased Slightly Increased
Payoff
(incentive - control)

Undetermined Slightly Increased

3.4 Data and Methods

Corruption can be measured through government records, perceptions, and experi-

ences of corruption. All three approaches have their advantages and disadvantages.

Government statistics record the number of bribes, frauds, extortions and the like
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that have been detected and prosecuted. Despite being objective, they are more of

a reflection of government effectiveness and less of extent of corruption itself (Selig-

son, 2006). Perception-based expert assessments can have a subjective bias since

the experts might have closer ties or more polarized opinions of some countries but

not others (Seligson, 2006; Treisman, 2007). Experience-based measures are the

most desirable but are hard to collect cross-nationally due to the illicit nature of

corruption.

For this research, I aim to incorporate the two measures of grand and petty

corruption that come the closest to experience-based. Petty corruption is mea-

sured as a ratio of bribe-giving versus contacts with low-level officials based on the

Transparency International Global Corruption Barometer (GCB) 2006-2011. I have

decided to use the degree of low-level corruption within registry and permit services

(civil registry for birth, marriage, licenses, permits, land and property ownership

and transfer of ownership) as it is the most comparable cross-country measure3 .

3Permit and licensing offices are the most comparable measure because other offices might

display significant cross-country variations. Police may sometimes serve a para-military role. In

such a case, contact with police and paying a bribe to police does not constitute a homogeneous

measure of petty corruption. Contact with judiciary is usually so rare that a larger dataset would

be required to create cross-country measures. Many countries have contact rates below 2%. Finally,

medical or educational institutions can be semi-privatized as opposed to public or state-owned. If

they are privatized, there will be no bribes paid as a significant fee has already been paid. This

could potentially be coded, but that data does not currently exist and is left for future projects.
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Although the GCB includes questions on corruption in other low-level institutions

such as education system, judiciary, medical services, police, utilities, land services

and customs, they are prone to cultural and historical variations. I have also tested

various configurations of low-level institutions. Different approaches to petty cor-

ruption lead to approximately the same measure, but limiting it to registry and

permit services allows us a more straightforward and comparable measure across

countries and time. Therefore, I have calculated a ratio of bribes given the respon-

dents contact with the registry and permit issuing institutions for each country.

For the measure of grand corruption, I follow the recommendation of Pan and

Superti (2011) who analyzed World Economic Forum (WEF) Executives Opinion

Survey 2004-2011 as an experience-based measure. This measure still has some

evidence of the same type of bias uncovered in the expert perceptions surveys.

Even if some local business leaders have witnessed or participated in high-level

bribery or fraud, some have not and chose to rely on the general knowledge of the

level of corruption in their countries. Utilizing local business experts is one step in

the right direction, however, even they are prone to the expert bias. I compose a

measure of grand corruption from the experiential indicators derived from the WEF’s

Executives Opinion Survey. The 2011 survey has been conducted in 139 countries

with an average number of 98 respondents each. The sample was restricted to leading

business executives from each country. The samples were compiled using the help of

economics departments of national universities, independent research institutes or
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business organizations, using dual stratification based on the size of the company and

the sector of activity. The questions were asked to assess the degree of embezzlement

of public funds, favoritism of public officials and the extent of bribe-giving in each

country. The data has been edited for outliers and sector-weighted country averages.

I selected the degree of diversion of public funds as a measure of grand corruption4.

Since the WEF measure is not free of the expert bias, one possibility is to include

the more common Transparency International Corruption Perceptions Index (TI

CPI) 2011 as a proxy for grand corruption, since it contains more data from more

countries. However the TI CPI data contains the WEF corruption measures and the

GCB measures already noted. Therefore, I retained the measure of the diversion of

public funds as a proxy for grand corruption. The correlation between my measures

of grand corruption and petty corruption is .49. The two types of corruption are

not identical and they do not comprise one general index of corruption. The grand

corruption measure retained the format from the WEF surveys, ranging from 1.5

(high grand corruption) to 6.6 (very low grand corruption). The petty corruption

measure was recoded (the 0 to 1 ratio was multiplied by 10 and reversed) for the

4However, factor analysis of the degree of diversion of public funds, irregular payments and

bribes, and favoritism of public officials result in one combined measure. The eigenvalue of the

grand corruption factor is 2.73 and the questions have high loadings on the factor: .98, .95, .93.

This is evidence of the presence of the expert bias as well as the links between the types of grand

corruption: once top-level officials have crossed the line to steal from the state budgets, they are

more likely to practice favoritism and accept bribes or vice versa.
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values to correspond to grand corruption and ranges from 2.7 (high petty corruption)

to 9.9 (almost no petty corruption). Essentially, both measures of the types of

corruption range from very corrupt countries to clean countries.

The dependent variable of interest is the democracy level as measured by the

Polity IV score (Polity IV Project 2012) . It ranges from -10 to 10, with lower scores

indicating autocracies and higher scores indicating democracies. Since the measures

of grand and petty corruption are new, the initial round of coding includes only

a few years of cross-national measures, comprising a small panel dataset. I have

also added two important controls in my main results outputs: oil exports revenues

accounting for population (Ross, 2012) and log GDP per capita (WDI 2012) to

control for the impact that overreliance on natural resources and overall country

wealth has on the types of corruption.

The panel dataset consists of 571 country-years for grand corruption and 225

country-years for petty corruption. OLS regression is not suitable for time-series

cross-sectional data because of nonuniform variance and serial autocorrelation in

standard errors. Even given the limited nature of the data, I was able to run panel

multivariate regressions with random intercepts accounting for country clustering in

the data5. Clustered standard errors correct for heteroscedasticity and autocorrela-

tion. I have also tested the results with the panel-corrected standard errors models

5A Hausman test indicated a need for random effects. LM test indicated that the variances

across countries are not zero which confirmed a choice of random effects model.
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(Beck and Katz, 1995) and with the difference and system generalized method-of-

moments models (Holtz-Eakin et al., 1988), with the results remaining the same.

Moreover, random effects models with country clustering are a good fit for my data

that have a small T and a large N calls for random effects if I choose to include

time-invariant covariates in the model. Consistent with previous theories (Treis-

man, 2007) I have tested multiple potential configurations for democracy to reduce

corruption, such as simple Polity scores, lagged Polity scores, differenced Polity

scores, and quadratic Polity Scores.

Furthermore, I have addressed the non-normality of my dependent variables

and turned to quantile regression as a more suitable method (Koenker and Bassett

1978). Figure 3.1 shows kernel density histograms of grand and petty corruption

indicating that neither of them are normally distributed. Quantile regression does

not require a normally distributed error term, while it is paramount for OLS re-

gressions and its derivatives. Determinants of corruption are examined through

conditional distribution lowest 10th percentile or most corrupt countries (for in-

stance, Cameroon), lowest 25th percentile, 50th percentile (India), 75th percentile

(Malaysia) and 90th percentile or most clean countries (Sweden). Quantile regres-

sion returns estimates at multiple levels of dependent variables by properly weighting

the residuals using 100 bootstrapping repetitions.
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Figure 3.1: Histograms of Grand and Petty Corruption
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3.5 Results

Table 3.3 shows results from panel multivariate regressions with random intercepts

and country-clustered standard errors on grand corruption. Models 1 to 4 in Table

3.3 correspond to various configurations of the main independent variable of inter-

est, simple Polity scores, lagged Polity scores, differenced Polity scores, or quadratic

Polity Scores. Lagged by one year Polity IV is significant although in an unexpected

direction. More democracy leads to more corruption from one year to another. How-

ever, none of the other Polity IV variations are statistically significant. Democracy

does not have a consistent effect on grand corruption. Oil rents do not have a sig-

nificant effect, while GDP per capita does. Wealthier countries tend to have less

grand corruption as indicated by positive and statistically significant coefficients in

Model 1, 2 and 4 of Table 3.3.

The results in Table 3.4 show the relationship between democracy and petty

corruption. Neither lagged, nor differenced, nor quadratic democracy scores reduce

petty corruption. The only significant independent variable in the petty corruption

equations is a country’s wealth. Countries with higher GDP per capita (lagged by

one year or the simple log of GDP) tend to have less low-level corruption. Since panel

regressions are not providing us with the information on the effect of democracy on

the types of corruption, quantile regression gives us a more detailed picture of what

is going on. Quantile regression splits the sample into 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and

90th percentiles depending on the levels of corruption while running the estimation
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Table 3.3: Panel Data Regressions of the Effects of Democracy on Grand Corruption
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simultaneously.

Table 3.5 presents the results of quantile regressions of the effects on grand

corruption. In fact, an anomalous finding in Table 3.5 is explained by the results

in Column 2 in Table 3.3. For the 25th quantile of the worst corrupt countries,

a one unit increase in Polity Scores makes grand corruption worse by 0.024 units

(on a 1.5 to 6.6 scale, from very grand corrupt to almost not corrupt countries).

Democracy makes countries with already high levels of grand corruption even more

corrupt, although the extent of the effect is minimal. In the other quantiles (.5, .75,

.9) which denote less grand corruption within countries, democracy has no effect

on grand corruption. Economic prosperity has a consistent positive effect on grand

corruption. Oil exports make grand corruption worse only in the cleanest countries

(.9 quantile), while they have no effect in more corrupt countries.

The last table, Table 3.6, illustrates the relationship between petty corrup-

tion, democracy, economic prosperity and oil rents in various quantiles of the other

dependent variable, petty corruption. In fact, petty corruption is reduced in the

countries with higher Polity IV scores. For the .1, .25, and .5 quantiles, a one unit

increase in democracy scores corresponds to a better petty corruption score by .08,

.07 and .05 units respectively. Better democratic institutions can be a powerful tool

for reducing petty corruption in the countries where petty corruption is a prob-

lem. Oil exports coefficients are not significant, but country’s GDP is significant

for all quantiles corruption levels. Therefore, more democratic and more prosperous
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Table 3.4: Panel Data Regressions of the Effects of Democracy on Petty Corruption
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Table 3.5: Quantile Regression of the Effect of Democracy on Grand Corruption

countries experience less petty corruption.

3.6 Robustness Checks

For robustness checks, I have rerun the quantile regression analysis with country or

year-dummies and it did not alter the results. I have also included a number of time-

invariant controls that are typically considered to reduce corruption: proportion

of Protestants and Muslims, legal origin, colonial origin and latitude (Treisman,

2007)). The results remained the same as petty corruption is reduced by improved

democracy scores but grand corruption is not.

I have also tested alternative measures of petty corruption, such as the World
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Table 3.6: Quantile Regression of the Effect of Democracy on Petty Corruption
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Bank Doing Business measures. Even if it is a survey of firms, their experiences with

obtaining construction permits are similar to the experiences of regular citizens with

licensing offices. Table 3.7 illustrates the results for the costs of obtaining construc-

tion permits per capita. This measure is close to the street-level corruption as even

firms have to deal with low-level bureaucrats at a municipality or an equivalent

office. It ranges from .2 to .982, with the higher value indicating more petty cor-

ruption and a higher cost of permits. The results with this alternative measure of

petty corruption are consistent with the previous ones. Since the scale for the cost

of permits is reversed (higher cost means more corruption), then at the .75 and .9

quantiles for firm-level petty corruption democracy has a significant positive effect:

higher scores reduce the cost of obtaining permits.

The last robustness check is to replace democracy score with civil liberties

score. Civil liberties have been suggested in the literature to lead to better gover-

nance outcomes as civil liberties are intrinsically linked to better protection of human

rights and better outcomes for foreign aid projects (Isham et al., 1997). Civil lib-

erties concern individual power and the ability of individual to freely function in

an economic or political arena. Civil liberties are not equivalent to democracy but

related to it as Isham et al. (1997) showed by including Alesina’s democracy index

that did not alter the positive effect of civil liberties themselves. Increased citizens’

voice may lead to less corrupt governments by providing the channels of popular

pressure and pushing the governments to respond.
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Table 3.7: Quantile Regression of the Effect of Democracy on Firm-level Petty
Corruption
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The Freedom House Civil Liberties measure emphasizes individual powers

and an ability of individuals to freely function in an economic or political arena, while

Polity IV measure emphasizes executive constraints and veto powers that restrict

authoritarian trends via constraints and competition. Civil liberties are measured

based on the extent of the freedoms of expression and belief and associational and

organizational rights. The Freedom House measure ranges from one (most free) to

seven (least free) in terms of civil liberties. As expected, civil liberties improve petty

corruption ratings in the .5 and .25 quantiles similarly to the effect of democracy

scores (Table 3.8). But they also help reduce grand corruption. Results in Table

3.9 show that grand corruption is susceptible to the improvements in civil liberties,

in the mid-range of corruption.

Civil liberties have a positive effect on grand corruption but not the over-

all democracy levels as measured by the components of the Polity Score: executive

recruitment, constraints on executive authority, and political competition. The find-

ings are consistent with my theoretical argument that top-level officials find different

opportunities for corruption in more democratic societies. Civil liberties, however,

can restrain even high-level officials from excessive looting. Most democratic mech-

anisms alleviate the pressure from petty corruption, but not all democratic mecha-

nisms prevent top-level officials from being involved in corrupt acts.
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Table 3.8: Quantile Regression of the Effect of Civil Liberties on Petty Corruption
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Table 3.9: Quantile Regression of the Effect of Civil Liberties on Grand Corruption
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3.7 Conclusion

While we seemingly know a lot about corruption, we still see failure in terms of

anti-corruption efforts. Scarce national and international resources do not achieve

a goal of significant reduction of overall levels of corruption across the globe. In

order to prioritize limited financial and organizational resources, corruption can be

conceived as two different problems and the anti-corruption approaches can be re-

oriented to resolve this multifaceted issue. The two types of corruption, grand and

petty, vary in their impact and scope. One of the big puzzles in the literature,

whether democracy helps reduce corruption or not, is resolved if we look at the

effect of democracy on grand and petty corruption given different pre-exiting levels

of corruption. Democracy can potentially aggravate already high grand corruption

in very corrupt societies, but it can help alleviate the burdens from petty corrup-

tion. More democratic countries tend to have less petty corruption, even for already

highly corrupt states. Preventing petty corruption from developing into systemic

corruption can be a big step in the right direction. Petty corruption is responsive

to the efforts to improve political institutions. Democracy, in fact, is a more potent

instrument for reducing petty corruption for a number of reasons. Transparency and

accountability put pressure on low-level officials as the public, media and NGOs start

monitoring their activities. High-level politicians are more likely to put pressure on

low-level officials to deliver public goods as successful delivery is more important for

the politicians’ survival in democracies. In fact, high-level politicians become more
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interested in making sure their national bureaucracies work. Combatting petty cor-

ruption is a less costly effort that can nevertheless lead to significant results. Besides

international pressure and international funds, local politicians are interested in re-

ducing petty corruption if properly motivated by democratic institutions. Seeing

progress in reducing petty corruption may pave the way for more complex efforts

to reduce grand corruption. High-level corruption is more resilient to the efforts

to democratize as the elites are usually capable of creating or maintaining gaps

for themselves to allow syphoning of state funds for personal enrichment. Even in

democratic societies, grand corruption loopholes are not uncommon, ranging from

campaign donations to secrecy of top-level contracts.

These findings are applicable to anti-corruption efforts as they provide a

roadmap indicating when and which anti-corruption campaigns can be more effec-

tive. Overall, analyzing more critically the specific types of corruption allows both

academics and practitioners to understand what stalls the progress of anti-corruption

efforts in specific countries and what can be done, given the restricted budgets and

low motivation of local politicians.

The uneven relationship between grand corruption, petty corruption, and

democracy brings to the forefront the current failure of most anti-corruption cam-

paigns. The mode of the 1990s was to implement electoral democracy, hoping that

such institutions as elections and parliaments would bring more liberty and pros-

perity and cure the ills of the authoritarian systems. However, it is very often not
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the case. Transitioning countries often sustain their levels of corruption or even

increase it. Therefore, a closer look at institutional configurations is needed. The

results suggest that improved democracy ratings which usually imply separation of

powers and stronger checks and balances on the executive do not put large dents in

corruption. Vested interests find a way to circumvent new institutions and maintain

their levels of corruption. However, looking more closely at the configurations of

institutions and at the specific influences on grand and petty corruption would tell

us more about which reforms are more fruitful.

The result that civil liberties exercise a bigger impact on grand and petty

corruption requires more attention. Which institutions aid civil society? Which

reforms need to take place in order for civil society to gain footing in new democracies

and less developed democracies? All of these questions need answers. In particular,

Johnston’s (2013) new work suggests that timely and context-appropriate reforms of

citizens participation and input make a crucial difference for anti-corruption reforms.

It is entirely possible that allowing gradual involvement of citizens and NGOs in the

political process is a step-by-step contextual-based approach that can put a dent in

corruption without alienating old elites.
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CHAPTER 4

The Types of Corruption and Economic Development: The Negative Impact of

Petty Corruption and Contextual Dependency of Grand Corruption

4.1 Introduction

Corruption has been long considered to be an impediment to economic develop-

ment (Mauro, 1995; Brunetti and Weder, 1998; Campos et al., 1999). Yet despite

numerous international and domestic efforts, anti-corruption reforms have stalled

(Svensson, 2001; Meagher, 2005). Moreover, some countries remain corrupt but

successfully develop economically. Therefore, many questions persist. Is corruption

really an impediment to economic development? How can the numerous outliers

be explained? I suggest that the current perspectives on corruption are imprecise.

Better measurements of corruption and more precise conceptualization of the types

of corruption can provide better answers.

First, current measures of corruption are biased and often inconsistent

(Abramo, 2008; Arndt and Oman, 2006). Second, corruption is a multifaceted

phenomenon that is hard to understand as a whole and more importantly, to tackle

as a whole. Therefore, a more manageable approach is to break up corruption

into subcomponents and see which subcomponent is more harmful for different
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outcomes (such as the economy) and which subcomponent is more responsive to

different changes. Third, anti-corruption campaigns are often costly and fail to

deliver tangible results (Meagher, 2005). Focusing the scarce resources on the

subcomponents that do more harm will alleviate the pressure from corruption

without spending exuberant amounts of money.

I propose measuring two specific subcomponents with indicators that get as

close as possible to experiential measures of corruption. Corruption is usually mea-

sured by experts’ perceptions. Expert perceptions can be biased as they are highly

correlated with economic conditions or regime type (Knack, 2007). Another way

to measure corruption is through government records of corruption-related offenses.

Records can be misleading too, since they might be an indicator of effective over-

sight not of rampant corruption. Therefore, utilizing measures that reflect actual

experiences with corruption is preferable. I disaggregate corruption into grand and

petty varieties and construct a new dataset with measures of each type of corruption.

Petty corruption is measured through direct experiences: bribe-paying to low-level

organizations using responses from the Global Corruption Barometer. Grand cor-

ruption is measured through indirect experiences: local businesspersons’ assessment

of top-level bribes or the diversion of public funds from the World Economic Forum

Executive Opinion Survey.

Since past anti-corruption reforms have been largely unsuccessful, shifting
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attention from fighting general corruption to fighting a specific type of corruption

can be a better strategy. Both grand and petty corruption affect the economy,

but in different ways. My findings refute the traditional wisdom that corruption

and economic development are linearly related (Kaufmann, 2005; Mon and Sekkat,

2005; Leite and Weidmann, 2002) and reconcile the conflicting findings why there

is no relationship if other variables are taken into account (Treisman 2007) or if it

is contextually-dependent (Neeman et al., 2008). The results suggest that the effect

of top-level bribery is non-linear (parabolic) and the economy gets only marginal

benefits with reduced grand corruption until it crosses a specific threshold, which

is about the average grand corruption level on a global scale. However, past this

level, reductions in grand corruption lead to large improvements. Essentially, grand

corruption is a burden to the economy not only because of the distorted policies

and lack of long-term interest in the country’s economic future but also because of

the vast outflows of funds out of developing countries that are in dire need of those

funds. Corrupt money that ends up abroad leads to less investment, higher inflation,

reduced currency reserves, less taxes and stalled free trade at home (Gilman et al.,

2011).

Two potential confounding factors can ameliorate the harm done by grand

corruption: more secure property rights (Mocan, 2008) and a more predictable sys-

tem of corruption (Shleifer and Vishny, 1993). Better protection of property rights

makes top-level politicians be less concerned about their own amassed fortune. Fur-
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thermore, it incentivizes them to be more discriminatory in their bribes and par-

tially take long-term country interests into account but only in the countries that

have already moved past the worst levels of grand corruption. A similar scenario

is observed with predictability of corruption. More predictable grand corruption is

better for economic development, but only in the context of average grand corrup-

tion. Once grand corruption has been greatly diminished, more arbitrary corruption

is preferable.

The importance of prioritizing one type of corruption over another arises

because the efforts to combat corruption are costly (Klitgaard, 1991b). Moreover,

corruption can only be reduced and never fully eliminated; in fact, the social costs

of eliminating all corruption are too high (Klitgaard, 1991a). The limited resources

devoted to anti-corruption campaigns can be used more effectively if one form of

corruption is addressed before addressing the other. My findings suggests that a

more efficient way to a cleaner state is to work on lessening grand corruption and

once the progress has been made, securing property rights and establishing a more

predictable corrupt environment in order to let the economy develop.

The chapter proceeds as follows. First, I review the previous findings about

corruption and economic development. Second, I review, expand, and propose new

measures of the two types of corruption. Third, I move to the confounding factors,

predictability, political stability and property rights. Fourth, I describe data and
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methods. Last, I discuss the results, the robustness checks and the implications.

4.2 Corruption and Economic Development

General corruption is known to have an effect on national wealth and economic

growth (Mauro, 1995; Treisman, 2007; Kaufmann, 2005). The debate about the

direction of causality between corruption and economic development still continues

(Gundlach and Paldam, 2009). Mauro (1995), in a seminal paper, asserts that

corruption impedes economic growth. Many more papers show a similar relationship

(Kaufmann, 2005; Mon and Sekkat, 2005; Leite and Weidmann, 2002). But scholars

have also found variations in the consequences of corruption. For example, Treisman

(2007) noted that some of the findings about the causes and effects of corruption are

not robust to alternative specifications and vary depending on the type of indicators

used. Neeman et al. (2008) find a relationship only in financially open economies,

while in closed economies the relationship between corruption and GDP per capita

ceases to exist. They argue that in financially open economies in Africa and Latin

America corrupt elites find it easier to channel their illegal revenues abroad, therefore

draining the national economy. On the contrary, in closed economies, illegal revenues

are more likely to stay inside. The argument is important for the application to

grand and petty corruption. Grand corruption is most likely to be the source of

dirty money laundered abroad and the amounts of grand corruption that are being

sent away are greater than of petty corruption.
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The relationship between corruption and economic development is generally

negative, but it can vary depending on which type of corruption is more prevalent in

a given country. Although no study tackles the effect of grand and petty corruption

on economic outcomes directly, some secondary evidence suggests the differences.

The wealth of a country conditions the type of corruption that is more prevalent:

bribery is more common in low-income countries, while lobbying is more typical in

high-income states (Harstad and Svensson, 2011). In addition, poorer countries have

been found not to possess enough resources to address the problem of corruption

(Paldam, 2002). In general, however, no study looked at grand and petty corruption

and their relationship to economic development.

4.3 The Typology of Corruption

General corruption can be disaggregated into grand and petty corruption, the first

one being embezzlement, fraud and bribery conducted by top-level officials while

the second one being ordinary bribery by low-level officials. Petty corruption is

commonly defined as small payments to public officials that citizens give in the

process of everyday public affairs and grand corruption is defined as high-level

payments to government officials in the procurement process or as embezzling of

state funds (Rose-Ackerman, 1999a). Grand corruption can also be defined as

corruption at the ‘high levels’ of a political system, while petty corruption can

be defined as small-scale corruption practiced at lower political or societal levels
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(Amundsen, 1999). Scholars have pointed out that ignoring the differences between

the types of corruption is an important omission because they have different

causes and consequences (Lancaster and Montinola, 2001). The basic distinction

between grand and petty corruption has been studied in the literature (Langseth,

2006; Rose-Ackerman, 1999a; Shah and Schacter, 2004; Amundsen, 1999), but

the theoretical differences need to be further developed, and the two types of

corruption need to be measured empirically. Typically, corruption is measured

by aggregate indices such as the TI Corruption Perceptions Index or WB Control

of Corruption which are mostly comprised of elite perceptions of national-level

corruption. However perceptions of corruption are not an adequate proxy for actual

corruption (Abramo, 2008; Oman and Arndt, 2010). Therefore, corruption scholars

have called for more experiential, local and disaggregated measures (Knack, 2007;

Treisman, 2007).

The first and the most obvious distinction between grand and petty corrup-

tion is their level and scale (high versus low). However, grand and petty corruption

are not only different in terms of actors involved and the amounts of money chang-

ing hands but in terms of their nature and impact. In general, petty corruption

affects people on the individual level and takes place within institutions that have

regular contacts with citizens (such as police, schools, hospitals, or low-level gov-

ernment clerks). Petty corruption imposes greater direct costs on ordinary citizens
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(Jain, 2001). Grand corruption takes place at higher levels of government, with

fewer transactions but larger sums of money. Bribery, embezzlement and fraud,

and favoritism/nepotism at the top level are all considered grand corruption. Petty

corruption reduces the quality of bureaucratic outputs in terms of policy imple-

mentation (World Bank 2000). In terms of economic outputs, the substantive

differences between grand and petty corruption have significant implications. If

national-level policies and laws are initially distorted (through grand corruption),

bad implementation on the part of low-level bureaucrats leads to a minor additional

harm. National-level officials are responsible for proposing, drafting and executing

long-term economic strategies.

The other important distinction is a theoretical lens through which each type

of corruption can be viewed. General corruption is usually studied through principal-

agent models (Rose-Ackerman, 1999a), mostly in the economics literature. However,

if corruption is disaggregated, important theoretical differences become apparent.

Petty corruption can be viewed as a cost in the resource allocation model while

grand corruption can be viewed as an agent problem in the principal-agent model

(Jain, 2001). Petty corruption is a cost because their bribe extraction adds a cost

to how government is run. However, they are not agents as they have no choice

on how to act (beyond efficiency). Petty corruption imposes significant costs on

the population, but mostly on the individual level (Johnston, 2005). The job of

low-level bureaucrats is narrowly defined. While grand corruption also imposes a
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cost, it is not a per-operation cost and they have a broad range of choices on how to

proceed (implementing policies) and in being corrupt they do not properly represent

the agent.

Grand corruption can be primarily analyzed through principal-agent models.

In a principal-agent model, top-level officials betray the trust of the principals, in

this case the citizens and the society who cannot monitor the corrupt activities.

An agent is driven by the propensity for self-enrichment and individual greed. I

will use the principal-agent approach (Rose-Ackerman, 1999a) to show how political

stability, arbitrariness, and property rights motivate the agents on the top level

to restrain their corrupt activities. High grand corruption is more detrimental for

economic development. If top-level officials are primarily concerned about enriching

themselves, they do not make the best decisions in terms of their countries’ economic

future. Grand corruption occurs when “public spending is diverted to those sectors

where gains from corruption are greatest” (Della Porta and Vannucci 1999, p. 519).

The extent of diversion is hard to calculate. Therefore, grand corruption is explained

by principal-agent theory, “where the efficiency of the relationship depends upon the

principal’s ability to devise appropriate incentives for the agent” (Jain 2001, p.75).

In addition to imposing direct negative effects on the economy, grand

corruption is a big facilitator of capital outflows in developing countries that are in

need of financial support. Illicit funds are funneled abroad to be laundered. This

siphoning of illicit money abroad translates into less investment, smaller currency
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reserves, higher inflation, less taxes collected, increased inequality, and stagnating

free trade (Gilman et al., 2011). Since top-level officials need to conceal their illicit

revenues, they cannot invest in the projects at home or have lofty bank accounts

that cannot be justified to tax authorities.

In essence, I argue that the impact of grand corruption on economic out-

comes is stronger than that of petty corruption due to direct betrayal of principals’

trust by top-level officials, prioritizing private gain over national wellbeing and

large outflows of illicit money out for the purpose of laundering. The effect of

petty corruption is less noticeable compared to the effect of grand corruption, since

low-level officials only implement already bad economic policies.

H1: Grand corruption has a stronger negative effect on economic develop-

ment.

H2: Petty corruption has a minor negative effect on economic development.

4.4 The Contextual Influences of Predictability, Political Stability and Property

Rights

Although grand corruption is negative for the economy, empirical evidence suggests

that grand corruption and successful economic development can sometimes coexist.
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Some economically well-off countries such as China (Fan et al., 2010) or South

Korea (Kang, 2006) have rather high levels of grand corruption. How can this

be explained? Potential confounding factors might mitigate the harmful effects of

grand corruption. Some countries with comparable levels of grand corruption might

experience better or worse economic outcomes. For instance, grand corruption in

Poland and Spain are similar, but Spain is better off economically. Another pair to

compare is Brazil and China: both have average levels of grand corruption but Brazil

is economically further ahead than China. These countries obviously differ in terms

of their historical trajectories, cultural backgrounds and other variables. Is there

anything that makes grand corruption behave differently? I propose looking at three

suspects that might constrain the behavior of top-level officials and make them loot

less: predictability of corruption, stability of the political environment and security

of property rights. The first and the second factor have been linked in the literature

to the impact of corruption. More predictable corruption (Shleifer and Vishny, 1993)

means less harmful corruption. Similarly, stability of the political environment might

mean more constrained grand corruption (Campante et al., 2009). The third factor,

property rights, has been underdeveloped as a venue for understanding corruption

(but Mocan 2008). Security of property rights can be a motivation for top-level

officials to be more selective in bribe extortion. In the next three subsections I will

go over each of the factors individually.
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4.4.1 Predictability

Most of the literature portrays predictability as a positive factor, since more pre-

dictable corruption allows businesses to forecast the costs of bribery and corrupt

politicians compete less with each other (for example, Shleifer and Vishny 1993).

If national-level officials have created a predictable system of bribery, they might

do so in conjunction with the interests of the principals (the public) but they also

might do so against their interests. A higher degree of opportunism makes cor-

ruption more harmful (Wei, 1997; Rodriguez et al., 2005; Lambsdorff, 2007). In

terms of FDI, Campos et al. (1999) found that between the two types, more pre-

dictable and more opportunistic corruption, the first type leads to higher investment

rates. Opportunistic corrupt officials are more likely to exploit a chance to extort

a bribe without qualms. Some scholars say grand corruption by itself is more long-

term, involving a multiplicity of actors and networks, which makes it more stable

(Lambsdorff and Teksoz, 2005). An argument of “roving bandits” versus “station-

ary bandits” made by (Olson, 1971) is applicable here. Arbitrary corrupt officials

are equivalent to many roving bandits, who possess limited information about the

degree of “overgrazing” and the amount of resources available. They are oriented

toward short-term gains which come in the form of numerous bribes that are col-

lected on the population. Predictable corrupt officials can be equivalent to a few

stationary bandits, who are interested in maintaining a prosperous population who

pays them a stable rent over longer periods of time. They are aware of the limits of
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overgrazing as well as they can calculate the benefits that come from allowing the

population to prosper which increases their share without increasing the burden on

the population. I suggest that more predictable corruption means better economic

outcomes.

On the other hand, a predictable and well-established corrupt system can be

deteriorating for a country. If everybody is corrupt and everybody expects to pay

and receive bribes, businesses do not compete with each other, only the privileged

few get the benefits, and economic development suffers. For example, in some

countries, such as India, corruption is institutionalized and damaging.

“Corruption can help offset the inefficiencies of a communist or hi-

erarchical system, as the economy makes a transition toward private

property. But the danger is that corruption will become institutional-

ized and develop well-defined, transferable rights. Once that happens,

the economy gets stuck there, as it has in India. India has had mas-

sive corruption going on for more than 40 years. Everybody complains

about corruption in India, but corruption goes on as a matter of routine.

People there have been starving all these years but the regulations and

controls just do not go away.” Cheung (1996, p.1)

In fact, making grand corruption more opportunistic can be a successful anti-

corruption strategy, as Lambsdorff (2007) and Della Porta and Vannucci (2012)

called for a disruption in corrupt networks, making them less predictable and less
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reliable as a promising remedy to combat corruption.

I suggest that the two arguments can be reconciled. If grand corruption is

rather high, then formalizing and organizing illicit exchanges as a coping strategy

can be a positive factor. However, as the country progresses in its fight against

grand corruption, then making it more sporadic can be a change in the right

direction. In the first scenario, arbitrary grand corruption is worse for economic

development compared to predictable grand corruption. Predictable and structured

grand corruption can function as another unofficial institution within a society. If

the actors know what to expect, they are more likely to work out the arrangements

between the top-level bureaucrats and the businesses. If, on the contrary, grand

corruption is everywhere and it is unpredictable then the firms are expected to give

bribes to multiple bureaucrats and politicians without any guarantees. The costs

increase as the actors cannot adapt to the changing circumstances without losses.

H3: Grand corruption that is more predictable is less harmful for economic

development in more corrupt countries.
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4.4.2 Political Stability

From a principal-agent perspective, political stability might create a more secure

environment for corrupt politicians, which can lead to either reduced or increased

corruption given the lack of periodic controls and reshuffling of the government. The

first hypothesis is more well-known. If the politicians feel secure about their future,

they are expected to be engaged in graft less frequently. If they feel insecure then

they utilize every chance to enrich themselves. Hence, political stability is a positive

development. Political instability has long been considered an impediment to eco-

nomic development, in particular to investment and economic growth (Alesina and

Perotti, 1996; Svensson, 2001). An example of an unstable polity with high levels

of corruption can be Pakistan, where many successive governments made the Pak-

istani officials resemble roving bandits (Easterly, 2003). In turn, corrupt activities

can be less harmful in a system where corrupt politicians know what to expect and

who is in power, therefore they only need to make deals with a limited number of

officials. More stable polities are the ones where power does not change hands every

few years and one party stays in power for significant periods of time (Campante

et al., 2009). As mentioned in the previous section, more predictability makes grand

corruption less harmful. Similarly, more stability turns grand corruption into a pre-

dictable informal institution. Grand corruption becomes a set of unspoken rules and

expectations that high-level public officials adhere to. In a stable polity, they are

more likely to follow patterns that can be accounted for.
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Corruption and stability might also be related to each other in a non-linear

fashion. Campante et al. (2009) discovered a U-shaped relationship between politi-

cal stability and corruption. At the low levels of political stability, businessmen and

politicians are more likely to be involved in embezzlement of public funds but not in

bribery since their time horizons are short-term. At the high-levels of political sta-

bility (such as dictatorships), businessmen are more likely to be involved in bribery,

since reliable institutionalized relationships between officials and businessmen can

be established and bring more profits long-term (Campante et al., 2009). On the

contrary, (Ferraz and Finan, 2008) show that short-term time horizons increase

politician’s corrupt behavior relying on Campante et al. (2009) as an alternative

model that suggests that politicians who face more uncertainty in terms of a shorter

horizon extract more rents from power.

One of the few pieces that employed interactions between stability and cor-

ruption is the article by Fredriksson and Svensson (2003) who studied the impact

of stability and corruption on environmental policy formation. When corruption is

high and stability is low, they have a negative effect on environmental regulations.

Their dependent variable is the degree of stringency of environmental regulations.

Their argument posits that when stability is low, the bribe-givers become less cer-

tain that their illegal payments will have the desired impact on regulations. But

at the same time, high-level government officials are more willing to accept bribes

since their time horizon is low.
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Even if the majority of the literature suggests that political stability should

have an ameliorating effect on grand corruption, a few scholars find no relationship

(Gray et al., 2004). If the polity is stable, politicians might abuse the system and

extract bribes or embezzle public funds at a greater rate because they might feel

invincible. Therefore, I expect the contextual effect of stability on grand corruption

to be negative but not large.

H4: When political stability is high, grand corruption has a diminished nega-

tive effect on economic development.

4.4.3 Property Rights

The third component that confounds the effect of grand corruption on economy is

property rights. Mocan (2008) finds that lower risk for expropriation leads to lower

propensity to be asked for bribes. From a principal-agent perspective more secure

property rights incentivize politicians to limit their bribe extortion. The agents

are more likely to watch out for public interest if their own private interests are

protected. Therefore, more secure property rights would ameliorate the effects of

grand corruption. If top-level officials are more secure in terms of their capital, real

estate and other property they own, they are more likely to satiate their demand

for illicit revenues. On the other hand, if the environment is insecure and top-level
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officials do not know if their assets can be expropriated or taken away, they are

more likely to steal uncontrollably. The difference may be in quantity, but it could

also be in quality. The bribes can still be exchanged, but in one scenario the bribes

are extorted regardless of the long-term impact of the project while in another

scenario the bribes are extorted with a vision that some projects are better for the

national welfare than others. If top-level officials feel secure about their own real

estate and other possessions, they do not need to extort at every opportunity and

they can be selective about bribes. Top-level officials may calculate their risks and

forecast the impact of graft.

Although I argue for the property rights acting as a constraint on grand

corruption, an alternative possibility is that in a very corrupt environment none of

the factors matter. Officials are operating in an environment of invincibility where

everybody is corrupt and hardly anybody gets caught. Such countries are very

likely to have low protection for property rights and even if they would have better

protection, it would not prevent rampant corruption from spreading.

The link between property rights and other economic freedoms has been es-

tablished before. Private property is a key component of the concept of economic

freedom together with personal choice and the freedom of exchange (Gwartney et al.,

2004). Nevertheless, the contextual effects of property rights are worth analyz-

ing as scholars revealed conditional or non-linear relationships. More respect for
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property rights reduces corruption in rich but not in poor countries (Graeff and

Mehlkop, 2003). McCuddy (2010) finds a quadratic relationship between various

economic freedom indicators and corruption. Some improvements in economic free-

doms and property rights do not necessarily reduce corruption, as in India, Ethiopia

or Cameroon, only significant improvements do, as in Croatia, Bulgaria, Turkey or

Peru. In fact, the variation in corruption for the countries with average economic

freedoms is rather large (McCuddy, 2010). Some countries chose to allow some cor-

ruption and not to pursue full protection for property rights, since both trajectories

are costly (Acemoglu and Verdier, 1998).

Given the applicability of principal-agent theory to grand corruption, I argue

that property rights can be one of the additional constraints for top-level officials

not to loot excessively and limit the diversion of public funds. When property

rights make corrupt officials feel secure about their wealth, they will need to weigh

in future corrupt incomes against their accumulated wealth. Because an incident

of corruption can bring an investigation into their past activities, each additional

corrupt activity imposes a risk to their accumulated wealth. This is to say that, for

future corrupt activity, the income of the next corrupt interaction (Incomen+1) must

be weighed against the risk that interaction (riskn+1, between 0 and 1) imposes on

their accumulated wealth (Wealthn→1), namely: Incomen+1 > riskn+1∗Wealthn→1.

However, under poor property rights, there are other risks to their wealth

(the risk of expropriation, between 0 and 1) which make the income of future
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corrupt activity more attractive for two reasons. The first and most direct, is

that the risk of expropriation increases the value of the left hand side. The other

consideration is that, even when they do not engage in corrupt activity, their

wealth is still at risk, which adds the following consideration: Wealthn at risk vs

Wealthn+1 at risk.

H5: Secure private property rights will diminish the negative effect of grand

corruption on economic development.

4.5 Data and method

The biggest problem associated with the types of corruption is the difficulty of

measurement. Corruption is illicit by its nature. Current surveys of petty corruption

are able to directly measure experiences with petty corruption. Under the condition

of anonymity regular citizens are willing to give the number of bribes they have paid

annually given their contact with low-level officials. Grand corruption still remains

in the dark even in anonymous surveys. When top-level officials receive bribes, the

bribes are often in the hundreds, thousands, or even millions of dollars. Obviously,

getting quantitative measures is dangerous for activists and journalists who find out

the participants and the details of illegal exchanges.

In order to assess the impact of grand and petty corruption I have con-
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structed a dataset with new measures of grand and petty corruption. I aim to

incorporate the two measures of grand and petty corruption that come the closest

to experience-based. Petty corruption is measured as a ratio of bribe-giving versus

contacts with low-level officials based on the Transparency International Global Cor-

ruption Barometer (GCB) 2006-2011. I have decided to use the degree of low-level

corruption within registry and permit services (civil registry for birth, marriage, li-

censes, permits, land and property ownership and transfer of ownership) as it is the

most comparable cross-country measure1. Although the GCB includes questions

on corruption in other low-level institutions such as education system, judiciary,

medical services, police, utilities, land services and customs, they are prone to cul-

tural and historical variations. I have also tested various configurations of low-level

institutions. Different approaches to petty corruption lead to approximately the

same measure, but limiting it to registry and permit services allows us a more

straightforward and comparable measure across countries and time. Therefore, I

1Permit and licensing offices are the most comparable measure because other offices might

display significant cross-country variations. Police may sometimes serve a para-military role. In

such a case, contact with police and paying a bribe to police does not constitute a homogeneous

measure of petty corruption. Contact with judiciary is usually so rare that a larger dataset would

be required to create cross-country measures. Many countries have contact rates below 2%. Finally,

medical or educational institutions can be semi-privatized as opposed to public or state-owned. If

they are privatized, there will be no bribes paid as a significant fee has already been paid. This

could potentially be coded, but that data does not currently exist and is left for future projects.
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have calculated a ratio of bribes given the respondents contact with the registry and

permit issuing institutions for each country.

For the measure of grand corruption, I utilize survey responses from the

World Economic Forum Executives Opinion Survey 2004-2011. This measure has

been addressed in the literature as close to experiential (Pan and Superti, 2011).

Local business leaders are asked to assess corruption in their countries. The indi-

cator that is used to measure grand corruption is irregular payments and bribes at

the top level. It is comprised of an average score of five subcomponents that are

the answers to the following question: in your country, how common is it for firms

to make undocumented extra payments or bribes connected with: (a) imports and

exports; (b) public utilities; (c) annual tax payments; (d) awarding of public con-

tracts and licenses; (e) obtaining favorable judicial decisions. The range of answers

is from 1 (very common) to 7 (never occurs), therefore, higher values indicate no

grand corruption. It can be argued that the measure partially picks up the petty

corruption, however, only subcomponent (b) does so as both firms and ordinary

people deal with public utilities. 2011 WEF’s Executive Opinion Survey contains

an average of 98 respondents from each country (out of 139 countries). The sample

was restricted to be leading business executives from each country. The samples

were compiled using the help of economics departments of national universities,

independent research institutes or business organizations, using dual stratification

based on the size of the company and the sector of activity.
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My main dependent variable of interest, country’s wealth, is measured by the

World Development Indicators GDP per capita in constant US dollars in 2005. I have

also included four important controls that have been proposed in the literature to

have an effect on economic development: value of oil revenues per capita, Freedom

House Democracy score, openness of economy and inequality (Aidt, 2009; Ross,

2012).

Next, I have included measures of the three confounding factors: predictabil-

ity, stability and property rights. Predictability reflects the degree of ambiguity

associated with corrupt transactions (Wei, 1997; Rodriguez et al., 2005; Uhlenbruck

et al., 2006). Although predictability is an important construct in corruption liter-

ature, empirical data had been gathered only once. Predictability of corruption is

measured by a question on predictability included in World Bank 1998 World Busi-

ness Environment Survey (WBES). The survey was taken in 80 emerging economies

with approximately 100 firms in each. The specific question is the following: “If

a firm pays the required unofficial payment, is the government service usually de-

livered as agreed?” (Uhlenbruck et al., 2006). The extent to which the firms can

rely on government agencies to deliver on their promises indicates how predictable

corruption is and how much the firms can rely on corrupt government officials.

Political stability is measured by party tenure from Campante et al. (2009).

They have used an encyclopedia, WorldStatesmen.org, to calculate the number of

years that the party holding the seat of chief executive stayed in power and have
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constructed an average tenure measure using a 20-year window (20 divided by one

plus the number of observed government changes that took place in the previous 20

years) (Campante et al., 2009).

Property rights can be measured a number of different ways. My main in-

dependent variable is the Heritage Foundation Property Rights index, which ranges

from 0 to 100, 100 being perfect protection of property rights and no risk of ex-

propriation. I have also included the Fraser Institute Property Rights measure as a

robustness check.

My model choice is a random-intercept regression with country-clustered

standard errors to account for unobserved heterogeneity. Furthermore, my hy-

potheses include confounding factors. The impact of confounding factors is assessed

through interactions. Given the nature of the data, my main independent variable

of interest, grand corruption, can be non-linear. Therefore, I have include linear and

quadratic interactions. For the models that include linear and quadratic effects with

their interactions I have implemented the routines suggested in Dawson (2013).

4.6 Results

Both grand and petty corruption are negatively associated with the levels of eco-

nomic development (Figure 1 and Figure 2). Moreover, the effects are non-linear.

The graph of grand corruption and GDP per capita is closer to a quadratic re-

lationship, while the graph of petty corruption and GDP per capita is more of a
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logarithmic relationship of diminishing returns.

I have also plotted the residuals from the regression after estimating the ef-

fects of grand corruption on GDP and the pattern of the residuals is quadratic.

The graph of grand corruption and GDP poses more questions than answers. Many

countries form a wide band between really low and really high grand corruption,

indicating that there is more to the story than a simple linear and quadratic rela-

tionships. That’s where arbitrariness, property rights, and political stability come

into play. But first I need to estimate the relationship between grand, petty corrup-

tion and GDP per capita. I proceed to include a linear and a squared term of grand

corruption and a logged term of petty corruption in regression equations. Since I

am including both linear and squared terms, I have centered my measure of grand

corruption to ease the interpretation of results.

Table 4.1: The Types of Corruption and Economic De-

velopment

(1) (2) (3)

GDP per capita (constant 2005 US$)

Grand Corruption 12204.771∗∗∗ 11033.428∗∗∗ 8280.006∗∗∗

(1109.020) (1243.304) (1313.957)

Petty corruption -9.445 241.639
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(41.359) (202.171)

Oil exports 1.093∗∗∗ 1.074∗∗∗

(0.268) (0.276)

Freedom House score -112.560∗ -134.935∗∗

(58.516) (62.930)

Inequality -154.517 -166.307

(115.767) (114.551)

Openness 28.477 26.349

(23.991) (24.083)

Grand corr. squared 3036.358∗∗∗

(995.592)

Log petty corruption 2097.951

(1730.367)

Constant -37904.111∗∗∗ -25961.795∗∗∗ 16262.168∗∗∗

(4341.078) (8890.326) (5652.506)

Variance u 10293.659 9835.3022 9128.2217

Variance e 931.73282 1044.3675 1044.6898

rho .99187357 .98885033 .98707142
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Observations 233 138 138

R2 .70 .78 .80

Standard errors in parentheses

∗ p < .1, ∗∗ p < .05, ∗∗∗ p < .01

The first column in Table 4.1 reports the results of the association between

the types of corruption in their linear form and GDP. Grand corruption is significant,

an improvement of one unit on a one to zero unit scale in grand corruption leads

to an increase of $12,205 in GDP per capita. The magnitude of the effect is so

large because the intercept is negative 40,000. There are no empirical observations

where grand corruption would be as low as a 0, as the lowest empirical value for

grand corruption is 2.2. The general effect of grand corruption is still significant

and positive. On the other hand, petty corruption is not statistically significant.

Colum 2 reports the result with the controls: grand corruption remains significant

while petty is not.

The results in column 3 of Table 4.1 show that both the linear and the

quadratic terms for grand corruption are significant but the logged term for petty

corruption is not. The effect of grand corruption is 8280+2(3036)*Grand Corruption

or 8290+6072*Grand Corruption. If we evaluate the effect of grand corruption at the

mean (which is 0 for a centered version of grand corruption), then GDP per capita

increases by $8280 for one unit improvement in grand corruption. If we evaluate the
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effect at one standard deviation above the mean, 1.26, then it is 8280+6,072*1,26:

GDP per capita increases by $15930. At one standard deviation below the mean,

the effect is the opposite, GDP decreases by $682. The positive effect kicks in

at the values of grand corruption of about 3.3 (on a scale from one to eight, or

from 2.2 to 6.7 given the actual distribution of responses). Improvements in grand

that are still two or one standard deviations below the mean are actually negative

for economic development. In essence, it is a parabolic relationship: unless grand

corruption improves past the bottom of the parabola, the improvements do not make

a difference for economic development.

Table 4.2: Grand Corruption, Confounders, and Eco-

nomic Development

(1) (2)

Grand corruption 9901.050 8511.914

(6393.095) (6504.457)

Arbitrariness 2683.240 2088.479

(2297.826) (2241.107)

GC X Arbitrariness -690.864 -677.753

(2455.083) (2409.861)

GC2 10857.775∗∗ 10475.227∗
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(5512.405) (5556.399)

GC2 X Arbitrariness -2899.606 -2403.844

(2275.608) (2236.939)

Political stability -203.166 -52.920

(478.520) (477.439)

GC X Stability 43.599 151.408

(580.407) (579.575)

GC2 X Stability 237.934 48.744

(397.343) (409.459)

Property rights 40.141∗ 40.063∗

(22.361) (21.047)

GC X Prop. rights 10.296 12.052

(29.960) (25.710)

GC2 X Prop. rights -13.349 -15.250

(17.378) (15.226)

Oil exports -1.915∗∗

(0.918)

Freedom House -44.608∗
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(23.081)

Constant 607.056 3226.673

(7120.682) (7121.116)

Variance u 6449.5225 6639.6589

Variance e 536.04024 485.46689

rho .99313959 .99468244

Observations 133 133

R2 .68 .69

Standard errors in parentheses

∗ p < .1, ∗∗ p < .05, ∗∗∗ p < .01

Next I proceed to estimate the results of conditional effects of grand corrup-

tion given different levels of predictability of corruption, political stability of the

system and how protected property rights are. Table 4.2 reports the results of inter-

action effects between grand corruption and predictability, stability, and property

rights (column 1 includes the interaction effects and column 2 adds the significant

controls). The squared term is still significant and property rights protection is

significant by itself, but none of the interaction terms are significant. However, the

next step is to check a graphical interpretation of interaction effects, because even if

numerical terms are insignificant, a combination of linear and squared independent
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variable and confounding factors can still be significant and vary depending on the

level of the main independent variable of interest.

In order to check for the complexity of the interactions, I graph the inter-

actions with linear, quadratic and interaction terms. The first confounding factor

is predictability of corruption. Indeed, Figure 4.3 indicates that predictability of

corruption has a conditioning effect on grand corruption. The parabolas change

shape: more predictable corruption is better for economy for middle levels of grand

corruption. However, more predictability becomes detrimental for very corrupt and

very clean countries. Since Shleifer and Vishny (1993) and others have argued that

more predictable corruption is less harmful, their observations ware primarily based

on the cases in the middle ground. But on the fringes, predictable but rampant

grand corruption is worse because officials act as if they are invincible and take as

many bribes as possible. Even the suggestion made by Lambsdorff (2005) to re-

duce the predictability of corrupt act as a remedy to combat corruption can work

only on a subset of countries, namely the very corrupt ones. Basically, Shleifer

and Vishny’s theory is correct when looking at the middle group and Lambsdorff’s

theory is correct when looking at the lowest group.

The next confounding factors are political stability and property rights. Fig-

ures 4.4 and 4.5 illustrate that political stability and safer property rights do not

condition the effect of grand corruption on GDP. The shapes of the parabolas remain

approximately the same. Nevertheless, Figures 4.4 and 4.5 provides a graphical il-
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lustration of the impact of grand corruption: an improvement in grand corruption

one standard deviation below the mean is associated with the decrease in GDP (left

side of the parabola), but an improvement one standard deviation above the mean

is associated with the increase in GDP (right side of the parabola).

4.7 Robustness Checks

A number of robustness checks were applied to test if the results are stable or not.

First, I have included a logged measure of grand corruption, which is not significant

compared to the squared one. Next, I have included splines for grand corruption.

Since the effects are non-linear, I have tested an alternative way of fitting a non-linear

curve. I have created four splines for grand corruption and included them in the

regression equations. I have also tested all of the interactions with four splines. The

results remained the same. In regard of interactions, I have proceeded to estimate

each interaction separately with the squared measure of grand corruption. Since

the number of observations is reduced in the full regression to 134 due to a small

number of observations in the predictability of corruption, I have estimated each

confounding factor with interactions and the controls (democracy and oil revenues)

separately. The results indicate that property rights might slightly ameliorate the

negative effects of grand corruption. The interaction effects are significant and the

graph shows that more protected property rights indeed dampen the harmful effect

of grand corruption (Figure 4.1). Political stability has an ambiguous impact: for
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high levels of grand corruption stability makes matters worse, but for improved

levels of grand corruption it makes the economy better off. However, the effects are

not large and we still need more data to be able to make more reliable conclusions.

Second, I have tested alternative measures for property rights, political stabil-

ity, and petty corruption. Fraser Institute Legal Structure and Security of Property

Rights is another way to measure property rights (Gwartney et al., 2012). The index

ranges from 0 to 10, with 0 being “no judicial independence” and “no protection

of intellectual property” and 10 being “high judicial independence” and “protection

of intellectual property.” My results remained robust with this alternative specifi-

cation. Another alternative measure is executive stability instead of party tenure

(legislative stability) for political stability (Campante et al., 2009), which did not

make political stability significant either. My last alternative measure was to replace

petty corruption as a proportion of people paying bribes by a cost of permits that

the firms pay usually as bribes. The measure comes from the World Bank Doing

Business surveys. The results remain the same, petty corruption is not significant

if grand corruption is included in the equation.

Third, I have added another control that have been previously mentioned

in the literature, human capital, as it can affect how well the country develops as

well as it can affect grand corruption. I have included human capital measure from

Barro and Lee (2013), namely average years of schooling for males and females.

The inclusion did not alter the results, but the sample of the countries is reduced
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dramatically (to 27 countries), therefore I had decided not to include it in the main

regression results. I have also excluded outliers (US, Italy, Greece), which did not

change the results.

Table 4.3: CPI, Types of Corruption, and Economic De-

velopment

(1)

GDP per capita (constant 2005 US$)

TI CPI 1196.147∗∗∗

(398.564)

Grand corruption 6694.909∗∗∗

(1346.179)

Grand corruption squared 2797.809∗∗∗

(958.763)

Petty corruption 1933.896

(1570.740)

Oil exports 1.032∗∗∗

(0.299)

Freedom House -114.485∗∗

(56.942)
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Inequality -117.885

(121.004)

Openness 23.419

(24.104)

Constant 8856.073

(5722.261)

Variance u 8643.2178

Variance e 988.94088

rho .98707766

Observations 138

R2 .80

Standard errors in parentheses

∗ p < .1, ∗∗ p < .05, ∗∗∗ p < .01

An objection that can be raised about the importance of disaggregating cor-

ruption. Do grand and petty corruption have different effects on economic devel-

opment? Will we get similar results if we use typical measures of corruption, such

as Transparency International Corruption Perceptions Index? I have conducted a

number of robustness checks to explore the possibilities. If TI CPI is included in

the equation with grand corruption, grand corruption is still significant. Similar
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dynamics appear with petty corruption, if both CPI and petty bribery are in the

same equation, petty corruption is actually significant. If both types of corruption

are included alongside CPI, linear and squared grand corruption are still signifi-

cant. This indicates that general perceptions of corruption are not a combination

of the two types of corruption. In fact, the typology picks up distinct variations

and characteristics pertaining to one type or the other. In addition, I rerun the

regression with the interaction effects using TI CPI instead of the measure of grand

corruption. As a result, none of the interactions nor the graphs showed any signifi-

cant relationships (see Figure 4.3). Predictability does not condition perceptions of

corruption. Overall, robustness checks suggest that petty and grand corruption are

distinct phenomena.

4.8 South Korea: High but Predictable Grand Corruption

Similar levels of grand corruption combined with weak protection for property rights

and arbitrary grand corruption drive the GDP down. Grand corruption indeed does

not have similar impact everywhere. For instance, Korea, Slovenia, Portugal and

Israel have different grand corruption but the same GDP per capita. They do, how-

ever, have similar levels of protection of property rights. USA, Spain, Slovenia, and

Poland have similar levels of grand corruption but their GDPs vary. The protection

of property rights and predictability of their corruption are not the same.

I would like to illustrate my points with a brief excursion into South Korea.
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In South Korea, a number of high-level officials including former presidents, presi-

dential staff, top-level military officers and tax collectors have been jailed or exiled

because of accusations of corruption. However, economic growth in Korea was un-

precedented, even if the profits were distributed among businessmen and politicians

(Kang, 2002). I suggest that predictability of corruption and secure property rights

have ameliorated the detrimental effects of grand corruption.

South Korea is ranked at 43rd place in the Transparency International CPI,

which indicates an average level of corruption and but also a notable level of grand

corruption. The country is rife with top-level scandals starting from “the presi-

dent’s close aide and former chairperson of Korea Communications Commission,

Choi Shi Joong; the arrest of the president’s elder brother who was formerly the

vice-chairperson of the national assembly; a prosecutor of an investigation agency

who got involved in bribery and sexual assault scandals, and the prosecutors’ un-

limited power and their bare power struggle have been unfolded before the public’s

eyes.” (Transparency International South Korea, 2012). The government is partic-

ularly non-transparent.

Nevertheless, corruption coexists with good economic outcomes.

“Although money politics corruption and cronyism is generally seen

as inhibiting economic growth, there are certain conditions in which

it can actually be beneficial. Developing countries typically have weak

institutional structures. In that case, if there is a balance of power among
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a small and stable set of government and business elites, money politics

can actually reduce transaction costs and make long-term agreements

and investments more efficient, even while enriching those fortunate few

who collude together.” (Kang 2002, p.3).

High grand corruption does not destroy Korean economy and the elites have figured

out a mode of interactions where they still amass their private wealth but the country

continues to develop. In fact, South Korea is considered to be one of the Asian tigers.

A number of mechanisms are put in place to constraint the harmful effects of grand

corruption, such as a balance of power among business and government elites that

make long-term agreements, making corruption more predictable. South Korea falls

into the mid-range of grand corruption, when predictability of corruption improves

economic outlook.

4.9 Discussion and Conclusions

Corruption literature usually contends that cleaner countries are wealthier (Mauro,

1995; Kaufmann, 2005). However, the overall trend is more complex than a simple

linear relationship. Empirical evidence suggests that there are a number of outliers

with well-known corruption (such as Brazil or South Korea), which manage to de-

velop economically despite corruption. I contend that the type of corruption and

the elite arrangements matter. Not all types of corruption are created equal. More

rampant grand corruption leads to worse economic outcomes. Grand corruption
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has a strong and negative effect on economic development and the effect remains

stable even with the important controls or the confounding factors. However, the

effect is non-linear: if grand corruption is rampant, minor improvements actually

reduce country’s GDP until it passes a threshold of an approximately average level

of grand corruption, then the effect of improvements accelerates, each step in the

right direction leads to dramatic increases in GDP per capita.

Certain arrangements can be made by the elites to reduce the effects of high

grand corruption. I have applied the theories that have been discussed in the lit-

erature, predictability of corruption (Shleifer and Vishny, 1993), political stability

(Campante et al., 2009), and have added one more, property rights. I have tested

these three confounding factors that might help ameliorate the detrimental effects

of grand corruption. Political stability does not motivate national-level officials to

be more long-term oriented in their bribe extraction. Grand corruption in more po-

litically stable environments does not translate into less harm done to the economy.

Even predictability of corruption and protection of property rights are not ubiq-

uitous solutions for reducing the harm. Nevertheless, some lessons can be learned

from the non-linear conditional effects. Making corruption predictable may work

under certain conditions. When grand corruption is about average, making it more

predictable is helpful for economic development, but not when grand corruption is

rampant. Similar logic applies to more secure property rights, although the results

are weaker. Average grand corruption in the environments with strong property
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rights guarantees is less harmful, but rampant grand corruption becomes worse if

top-level officials know that they can loot uncontrollably and their wealth stays with

them.

The results can be instrumental for anti-corruption campaigns. One pol-

icy suggestion is a clearer understanding that the first attempts to reduce grand

corruption even if successful can lead to a decline in GDP which should not be

discouraging. Once the level of grand corruption approaches a global average, the

benefits of combatting grand corruption will become obvious. Another policy sug-

gestion is to pay closer attention to the levels of predictability. Once the level of

grand corruption becomes average, making it predictable and long-term oriented is

a move in the right direction. At least in terms of economic development, some

predictability for the medium-level grand corruption stabilizes the system and aids

the economy. Even so, more predictable corruption is not a universal feature that

makes the harm less apparent. In fact, for very corrupt and very clean countries

making corruption sporadic is a better recommendation. Similar prediction applies

for property rights: while in general it is a good solution, it can make the economy

worse off in the countries with widespread grand corruption. Making corrupt envi-

ronment more stable in terms of personal wealth and guaranteeing property rights

can help only in the polities where steps had been taken to curb grand corruption

already.

The conclusions from this chapter are tentative and need to be tested again
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using longer time series and more data from very corrupt or authoritarian countries.

I expect the effects of political stability and property rights to be more prominent

in the environments that remain understudied, such as authoritarian and hybrid

regimes. With more observations, we can learn more about the impact of property

rights as well. Overall, disaggregating corruption into grand and petty shows that

grand corruption is more detrimental for economic development. Petty corruption

is not a robust predictor of economic development. Even if by itself, high petty

corruption is associated with poor economic performance, the effect disappears with

the inclusion of controls. That is not to say that petty corruption does not matter

for economic development, because even autocrats are concerned about bureaucratic

efficiency and the quality of public goods (Egorov et al., 2009). In order to ensure

the quality of public goods, petty corruption needs to be curtailed. The separate

positive effect of reducing petty corruption disappears because the improvements

in grand corruption precede the improvements in petty corruption. The hypothesis

can be tested with more time-series data.

The results are fundamental for drafting anti-corruption campaigns that are

better targeted given the initial conditions on the ground. Many major international

actors, such as the World Bank or the IMF give contradicting recommendations

which lead to inconsistent results. Enforcing anti-corruption laws is the first priority

in the very corrupt environment, but aiding the process with better protection of

property rights and making corruption more predictable is helpful too. Corruption
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on the top-levels is a hindrance to national economies that cannot be overlooked.
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CHAPTER 5

Conclusion

5.1 Introduction

This dissertation looks at the problem of the black box of corruption and the diffi-

culties of measuring it. Corruption is one of the biggest indicators of the insufficient

quality of government and is considered to have a number of negative consequences

(Johnston, 2010; Lambsdorff, 2007; Rothstein, 2011), yet anti-corruption reforms

have stalled (Meagher, 2005). I argue that disaggregating corruption into grand

and petty varieties provides better answers to long-standing questions: Measuring

and conceptualizing grand and petty corruption provides a clearer idea of what

matters for the quality of government and which steps are more effective for anti-

corruption reforms. I employ experiential measures of this illegal phenomenon, as

current perception-based measures are usually biased.

5.2 Summary of Findings

I find that grand and petty corruption are indeed substantively different. Top- and

low-level officials operate based on different interests and different calculations of

costs and benefits. The differences have significant implications for corruption re-
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search. For instance, improvements in democratic institutions can significantly affect

and reduce only petty corruption. Grand corruption remains resilient as national-

level officials face more pressures to obtain illegal revenues and they can avoid the

additional constraints that come along with democratization. The dynamic is dif-

ferent for economic development. Grand corruption, although it is harder to tackle,

does greater damage to economic development. One option that can potentially

ameliorate the damage from grand corruption is to allow top-level officials to make

the system predictable so at least grand corruption serves as an informal institution

that can be accounted for.

5.3 Contribution to Corruption Research

I expect this research to enrich our understanding of why so many anti-corruption

campaigns fail and how can precious financial and human resources be preserved

and the anti-corruption momentum not lost. My research will contribute to the

ongoing debates on the causes and consequences of corruption and why we have not

been able to significantly reduce corruption around the world.

Significant implications include addressing the issues with petty corruption

first because such efforts are more likely to succeed and low-level bureaucrats are

more amenable to change if proper constraints are put in place. Cleaner and more

impartial bureaucracy is an important stepping stone. For instance, Bussell (2012)

notices local Indian bureaucrats are more likely to stall the reforms if they are in-
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volved in widespread petty corruption than in widespread grand corruption. There-

fore, it might make sense to initiate the clean-up on the lower levels first. Inadequate

understanding of what works and what does not in anti-corruption campaigns, per-

petuates the spending of resources (both financial and human) on projects which

cannot work given the context and the circumstances, which in turn creates public

dissatisfaction and reduces the momentum of elites’ commitment to reforms.

5.4 Study Limitations

The most important limitation of the study is insufficient time series data which is

also linked to the problem of endogeneity. We have just started collecting annual

or biannual data on grand and petty corruption. Given this limitation, a fruitful

future endeavor can be to look at other causal methods, such as synthetic controls.

I will address this solution further in the section on future work.

Another limitation is insufficient data on authoritarian countries. Most sam-

ples in comparative research are comprised of democracies because democracies are

more open and more accessible in terms of data collection. However, corruption

is a phenomenon that is spread all around the world. Moreover, information on

corruption in authoritarian countries can shed important light on the dynamics be-

tween the dictators and the public. I suspect that authoritarian regimes can have

lower levels of petty corruption than what is commonly assumed because even the

dictators are interested in the provision of public goods (Egorov et al., 2009). The
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small number of authoritarian countries in the current sample does not allow us to

support or refute this hypothesis.

One more limitation is the lack of detailed cross-national data on human

wellbeing and on the costs and incentives of corruption. What are the direct effects

of corruption on human wellbeing? A fruitful venue for further research would be

to collect cross-national data on the costs and incentives that the officials face and

see if my rational choice framework withstands the scrutiny of statistical analysis.

The lack of such data, however, makes this potential line of research a distant future

possibility.

5.5 Future Research Directions

Future research includes looking at corruption as a cause of the delays in devel-

opment and specifically at anti-corruption campaigns that lead to improvements.

Stemming from the differences in the types of corruption, I argue that the success

or failure of anti-corruption reforms can be partially explained by the misguided

focus on one type of corruption or the other as they require different tools and

approaches. The next project analyzes the effectiveness of anti-corruption reforms

given the differences between grand and petty corruption. I argue that the

campaigns that tackle petty corruption first to relieve the burden on ordinary

citizens and to increase the effectiveness of public goods delivery are more effective.

This important first step can also receive elite support since their dominance is not
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threatened. This first step must be followed by reductions in grand corruption by

formalizing and legalizing some venues (for instance lobbying instead of bribes) and

appealing to national interests by motivating the elites to improve the economy. A

prosperous country means a larger pie (GDP) so the elites can still receive their

parochial benefits but the country will suffer substantially less. In addition to

sequencing reforms regarding grand and petty corruption, civil society needs to be

involved and elites need to be re-oriented toward long-term commitments. The

factors which have been mentioned in the literature as crucial are: the presence of

committed and forward-thinking elites as well as an involved civil society and deep

democratization (Mungiu-Pippidi, 2013; Johnston, 2013).

Corruption research is hindered by endogeneity, confounding factors and par-

ticularly by the inability to conduct random assignment experiments. Due to endo-

geneity and unobserved confounders that affect economic development, corruption

levels, and choices to engage in anti-corruption campaigns, a useful future project

would be to construct synthetic controls for each of the anti-corruption cases to

match each of the treated countries using pre-treatment values of economic develop-

ment (Abadie et al., 2010). I can test the theory by looking at five promising cases

of anti-corruption reforms (Chile, Costa Rica, Uruguay, Estonia and Georgia) and

constructing a synthetic control for each country to test causal claims. I expect that

only Chilean and Estonian reforms produce long-term improvements while Costa
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Rican, Uruguayan and Georgian reforms lack one of the elements (sequencing of

petty before grand, elite long-term orientation or civil society involvement). I plan

to expand my cases to the universe of promising anti-corruption reforms (Taiwan,

South Korea, Indonesia, Malaysia, Botswana, Liberia, Ghana, Rwanda) and look

at the outcomes from a more qualitative perspective (using case study information

and ranking it). For a later project, Rosenbaum sensitivity analysis is particularly

suited for medium-N studies and providing p-values (by incorporating qualitative

information and utilizing permutations on the matched pairs) (Rosenbaum, 2002;

Glynn and Ichino, 2013).

Next, I overview the two future projects in greater detail. I combine the

advantages of qualitative and quantitative techniques by analyzing the effectiveness

and the combinations of policies that lead to successful outcomes. I plan to under-

take two distinct but related analyses of anti-corruption reforms: first is the analysis

of five promising cases (Costa Rica, Uruguay, Chile, Estonia and Georgia) utilizing

their synthetic controls; second is a broader analysis of the above-mentioned cases

with the addition of Taiwan, South Korea, Indonesia, Malaysia, Botswana, Liberia,

Ghana, Rwanda utilizing comparative method with Rosenbaum sensitivity analysis.

I will show that not all reforms can lead to improvements as the process includes

elites’ long-term commitment, civil society involvement, reduction in petty corrup-

tion (by improving meritocratic recruitment and the status of probity and national

goals), followed by decreased grand corruption (by increasing the size of the national
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well-being pie and the importance of national-level goals).

Arguably, Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union (FSU) are among the

most corrupt regions in the world, along with Africa, followed by Middle East and

Latin America (Transparency International 2013). It is of particular importance to

analyze the effects of anti-corruption campaigns in regions plagued by corruption.

The better-off countries are less problematic in that sense. Therefore, I analyze two

cases from Eastern Europe and FSU (Estonia and Georgia) and three cases from

Latin America (Chile, Costa Rica, and Uruguay). The case selection is based on

the cases that made a steady progress in combatting corruption and implemented a

variety of reforms.

Costa Rica implemented its anti-corruption campaign in 1997. Chile

amended and expanded its anti-corruption law in 2002. Uruguay set up its State

Economic and Financial Advisory Board in 1998. Estonian anti-corruption law was

passed in 1999. Georgia underwent a Rose Revolution in 2004 which was followed by

a radical anti-corruption campaign that mostly focused on petty corruption (such

as drastic reduction in police corruption and implementation of e-government).

The countries for analysis have been chosen based on thorough analysis of

the literature. The countries that had statistically significant improvements in cor-

ruption ratings from 1998 to 2008 are Albania, Estonia, Georgia, Hong Kong, In-

donesia, Liberia, Rwanda, Serbia and Tanzania Kaufmann et al. (2009). Mondo

(2011) lists the following countries: Uruguay, Estonia, Botswana, Taiwan, South
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Korea and Ghana. Per conversation with Mungiu-Pippidi, she proposed the fol-

lowing list: Uruguay, Costa Rica, Taiwan, Ghana and Estonia. Finally, Botswana,

Korea, Indonesia, Ghana and Taiwan are the cases that are worth watching closely

according to Johnston.

Given the ambiguity that exists in the corruption literature in regard to

grand and petty types, I find it particularly valuable to look at specific cases. Typ-

ically, petty corruption is relegated to a minor role compared to grand corruption.

For instance, RoseAckerman (2008) suggests that high low-level corruption leads to

inefficient and unfair disbursement of benefits, weaker public programs, more red

tape, and lower state legitimacy. She further argues that grand corruption combines

the drawbacks of low-level corruption but extends them further, to undermining the

whole economy and the state (RoseAckerman, 2008). However, a few studies indi-

cated that petty corruption can be worse (Lambsdorff, 2005; Fan et al., 2010). I

argue that the types of corruption are not hierarchical, but are substantively differ-

ent. Another interesting line of research that I rely on is legal and illegal corruption

(Kaufmann and Vicente, 2005), which stipulates that different forms of corruption

can be considered legal or not in different contexts. Legal corruption implies that

elites incur significant costs to maintain corruption and are forced to limit it. Switch-

ing from illegal grand corruption to more legal grand corruption may motivate the

elites to be more strategic about the extent of graft.

I argue that in order for reforms to succeed, petty corruption needs to be
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almost eliminated. Petty corruption disrupts the life of ordinary citizens (Rothstein,

2011). Grand corruption can only be reduced, as previous research suggests that

even the most developed countries display some form of grand corruption (Johnston,

2005). In addition to the interplay between grand and petty corruption, the following

factors are crucial: the presence of committed and forward-thinking elites as well as

the civil society’s involvement and deep democratization (Johnston, 2013; Mungiu-

Pippidi, 2013). Elites and bureaucrats that share a commitment to make their

countries better are more successful at reducing corruption than a more mechanical

approach that focuses on formalities.

I plan to collect data on the elements of anti-corruption campaigns, such as

a concept document, an anti-corruption law, a dedicated agency or inter-ministerial

commission, an action plan to implement the program, and a monitoring mechanism

(Steves and Rousso, 2004). I will also look at the features of the campaigns, such

as transparency laws and improved access to information, enforcement and im-

plementation mechanisms, meritocratic recruitment, improved working conditions

and pay of public servants (Rose-Ackerman, 2013). I also intend to code the

characteristics of anti-corruption laws (penal codes (the severity of punishment),

anti-corruption agencies (independent, associated with a legislature, associated with

the executive branch), more information about the sequencing and characteristics

of anti-corruption reforms (features of the law, features of anti-corruption agencies,

involvement and dedication of the elites, civil society participation, meritocracy
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and probity of bureaucrats, commitment to national wellbeing, sequence of reforms

and roles of different actors (elites, low-level bureaucrats, citizens, activists)). I

will also collect data on qualitative improvements in corruption levels as well as

economic and social wellbeing.

Ultimately, this dissertation aims to introduce grand and petty corruption as

two distinct types that need to be addressed from different perspectives. There is

more work to be done, but the availability of a dataset and the first conclusions of

the causes and consequences of grand and petty corruption provide a fruitful ground

for future work.
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APPENDIX A

Additional Tables and Figures
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Figure A.1: Interaction Effects Between TI CPI and the Three Confounding Factors
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Figure A.2: The Interaction Effect of Property Rights on Grand Corruption from a
Separate Regression (each Individual Confounding Factor)

Figure A.3: The Interaction Effect of Predictability on Grand Corruption from a
Separate Regression (each Individual Confounding Factor)
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